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The compressive resultant, co, is the summation of all the forces ...
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In order to make it clearer it should be stated that in the procedure for the

segmental analysis, values of the curvature and the depth to the neutral axis are initially

guãssed. Equilibrium (static) is checked and if not satisfied, the depth to the neutral axis

i-s adjusted iteratively until static is satisfied, subject to boundary conditions of maximum

strains induced in the beam components.
Page 69line 14

variation of ry is shown as from 1ó to 1006.

PageT9line 3

goes up and keeps rising until the top fîber of concrete crushes and then it drops

down until the collapse of beam.

Page 85 figure 3.6- 
Thé horizontal scale should be 10-6.

Page 86.
Figure 3.7 should be for beam 3 as follow
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Accordingly, beam 3 behaved very ductile. The deflection reduced after the beam

was unloaded as can be seen in figure 9.3.
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Concrete structures with steel reinforcing bars are wlnerable to damage by corrosion

most of all in coastal areas. A very common practice has been, for many years, to increase

the amount of concrete covering, in order to protect the reinforcing bars against

corrosion. Increasing the concrete covering, not only increases the structure's weight, but

also the cost. RC beams with f'Rp rebars are a very good solution, with regard to the

corrosion problem. The behaviour of RC beams with glass FRP reinforciilg bars is studied

in this research.

The Young's modulus of glass FRP rebars is significantly lower than steel rebars

causing, therefore, the problem of large deflections. Over reinforcing the beams with FRP

rebars, guarantee stiffness, however, the beams also become brittle. Brittle failure can be

prevented with the addition of FRP compressive reinforcement to the beam which is the

subject ofthis thesis.



Beam specimens, with different combinations of longitudinal reinforcement, have

been tested. It was found that, RC beams, with compressive reinforcement have a very

good ductile behaviour. The beams were designed using a segmental analysis, and a

mathematical model has been developed to facilit¿te the design by hand of ductile RC

beams with FRP reinforcing bars.
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1.1 Introduction.

Corrosion of steel reinforcing bars in concrete structures represents a very deep

concem in the construction industry most of all in coastal regions where the concrete

structures are exposed to seawater. The cost of maintenance of concrete structures

atüacked by salt corrosion represents a huge amount of money every year. In addition, if

the repair of the concrete structures is not carried out in due time, the whole structure has

to be replaced. Alternative materials are being investigated to replace steel reinforcing

bars in concrete structures to prevent corrosion damage and therefore to prolong the

service life of such structures.

This research represents a valuable contribution in the investigation of alternative

materials to replace steel reinforcement in concrete structures where necessary. The

investigation is focused on the ductility of RC beams with FRP reinforcing bars.

1.2 Disposition of the thesis.

This thesis is divided into ten chapters including this one. An extensive literature

review is presented in chapter 2, where historical development of plastic materials studied



by prominent researcher is brought to the reader. Methods of manufacture and different

types of plastic material are included as well as structural applications in the

strengthening of existent structures. Bond strength, flexural strength and shear strength of

reinforced concrete structures with FRP rebars, are also included in chapter 2.

Chapter 3 deals with a segmental analysis method in analyzing the cross-section of

an RC beam that includes the mathematical algorithm of the analysis to be solved using a

computer program. Computer simulations are done for different combinations of material

properties and amount of reinforcing bars to visualize the ductility of RC beams with FRP

reinforcing bars.

Rectangular block of stresses analysis is described in chapter 4. A mathematical

model is developed for analyzing by hand, over reinforced concrete beams with FRP

reinforcing bars. The mathematical model is applicable for both singly reinforced

concrete beams and doubly reinforced concrete beams.

Chapter 5 presents a comparison between the segmental analysis method and the

rectangular block of stresses analysis method. Emphasis is made on both the magnitude

and position of the force exerted by the compressive concrete in the beam. Graphs are

available to visualize the influence of the concrete's force beyond the cohcrete's ultimate

strain capacity in the evaluation of the internal moment of the beam.

A parametric study of the influence of materials' properties is carried out in chapter

6. The amount of reinforcement, combination of types of materials and cross-sections'

dimensions, are considered as significant parameters affecting the mechanical behavior of

RC beams with FRP reinforcing bars. Graphs are available to visualize the influcncc of

the variations of these parameters.



Design and manufacture of the beam specimens are in chapter 7. This chapter

includes the design of five concrete beam specimens with different combinations of

reinforcement. The combination of reinforcement is about not only the amount of

reinforcement but also the type of reinforcement. Photographs are available to show the

layout of the reinforcement cages.

Experimental work is explained in chapter 8 covering from the test rig and

instrumentation up to the test procedure and processed data. A large number of

photographs are available to follow in a step by step basis the testing procedure of the

beam specimens. In these photographs can be seen clearly the mode of failure of the beam

specimens as well as the mode of failure of the reinforcing bars. In addition is explained

the test program of the concrete cylinders for both compressive and tensile strength.

Flexural strength of plain concrete beams is also studied in chapter 8. FRP and steel

coupons were tested to investigate the actual mechanical properties of the reinforcing bars

and the mode of failure of them. The results of the tests of the reinforcing bars are

summarized in tables and graphs in chapter 8

Chapter 9 explains the methodology followed in the analysis of the test results.

Ductility behavior of the beams is analyzed through the experimental mbment-deflection

relationship. Ductility behavior involves the plateau length as well as the changes of

moment between the moment at the concrete crushing and the moment at ultimate failure

of the beams. A comparison is made between the values of moment predicted in the

design of the specimens and the values of moment obtained through the experimental

work. Also in chapter 9 is calculated the flexural rigidity of the beams to investigate the

effects of the amount of FRP reinforcing bars at the bottom of the beams.



Chapter 10 presents a list of the more relevant conclusions with regard to both the

theoretical study and the experimental work.
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2.1 Introduction.

A literature review is one the most important parts of a scientific research because it

allows us to know about the historic developments regarding the topic being investigated,

from the beginning until the present day. In doing so, all the relevant aspects regarding

fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) materials have been covered herein. The literature review

starts with the historical development and methods of manufacture of FRP materials as

well as the identification of different types of FRP materials. There is included a review

of the use of FRP sheets in retrofitting pultruded beams and pultruded columns as well as

the retrofitting of reinforced concrete structures. After that, our attention is focused in the

analysis and use of FRP reinforcing bars in concrete structures. Bond stress and bond test



methods are covered herein as well as the flexural and shear strength of RC beams with

FRP rebars and FRP stimrps. Finally, we review the stress-strain relationship of normal

concrete and select one of these properties to be used later in the computer simulations

that have been developed in this research project.

2.2 Review of the development of the FRP materials.

The development of FRP materials is reviewed herein from its appearance in the

plastic industry up to the present time. A historical review of the most significant findings

and applications of plastic materials as well as the most common methods of manufacture

is described. In addition, the most popular types of FRP materials are described.

2.2.1 Historical development.

Concrete structures with steel reinforcing bars are very weak under corrosion attack.

The problem of corrosion brings about the degradation of the reinforcing bars. Therefore,

the solution of this problem is to flrnd a substitute material that not only has good strength

but also good corrosion resistance.

The corrosion problem was detected many years ago. However, the lack of technical

and scientific information available caused a delay in the development of materials with

high corrosion resistance and suitable structural properties, such as plastic materials. At

the beginning, the first steps in designing with plastics were merely through empirical

procedures (Schwartz and Schwartz) [1].

Plastics have several features to attract architects and structural engineers to use it in

the housing industry. The main features are: high-strength/weight ratios; attractive

appearance; exceedingly good corrosion resistance; easy prefabrication; and a high



degree of built in thermal insulation. The family of plastics can be divided into two maitt

gloups: thermoplastic materials and thermosetting materials. Thermosetting materials are

more resistant to heat than thermoplastic materials.

polyvinylchloride (PVC) and polymethylmetacrylate (acrylics) are examples of

thermoplastic materials for light structural elements. Fabrication of these plastic elements

can be done by moulding or injection methods. Polyester, epoxide, phenolic, and silicone

resins are examples of thermosetting plastic materials. Thermosetting resins for structural

elements must be used with reinforcing fibers like carbon fiber or glass fiber (Benjamin)

l2l.

The first steps taken in the development of fiber reinforced plastic materials were

mainly in the military industry. The attention was focused, most of all, in shell laminated

elements for aircraft parts and missile parts. In doing so, strength and elasticity modulus

of glass fiber reinforced plastic shell laminated elements was studied by Tsai [3], Pickett

[4], and Leissa and Clausen [5]. It was found that the layout of the reinforcing flrber in the

composite elements affects directly the strength and elasticity modulus of such elements.

Measurements of inter-laminar shear strength in short beam flexural tests, and

compressive strength associated with paraltel splitting to the fibers of a parallel filament

of glass fiber reinforced plastic was carried out by Corten [6]. The research was focused

to investigate the propagation of cracks from internal voids and linear elastic fracture

mechanics. Wendt [7] investi gated properties and constitutive relations of composite

materials, specially the internal stresses and deformations as well as failure modes. He

found that glass-epoxy material performed better than aluminium at high strength

requirements.



Buckling of laminated plates, and stability of unidirectional and bi-directional

composite fibers in laminate elements was studied by Whitney [8]. It was found that the

critical buckling load is a function of the elastic coefficient of the plate, resin modulus,

f,rber modulus and, most of all, the volume percentage of fiber content in the composite

element.

procedures used in the design, fabrication, and test of the F-111 horizontal tail

aircraft, utilising a boron fiber-epoxy pre-impregnated laminate, were developed by

Rogers t9]. It was found that in addition to good strength and stiffness in the structure, the

fiber reinforced plastic composite materials offer the advantage of less weight than the

traditional aluminium structures. The weight of the F-111 aircraft was 230 kilograms

lighter using FRP materials than when using aluminium. This means that the structure

becomes not only stronger and stiffer but also lightweight when using fiber composite

materials. In addition, the overheating problem due to air friction also disappears.

One of the best contributions, perhaps, in the manipulation of glass f,rber is that made

by Gvzzelta [10]. He came across the difficulty in forming continuos glass filaments due

to sensitiveness to selÊabrasion of the glass fibers. One way of reducing the sensitivity to

abrasion, and decreasing resultant damage, is with a lubricant. Many types of lubricant

are in use, but the type that is substantive to the glass surface should be permanent. In

addition, if designed correctly, should afford a lubricating finish for the glass fibers most

efflrciently. A lubricant once absorbed by the glass fibers and incorporated into a

reinforced plastic composite, will be located at the glass-resin interface and may affect

the gross physical properties of the composite. The difference between the lubricant and

coupling agent is that lubricant protects the fibers from self-abrasion and severe damage

in processing, while the coupling agent locates itself at the interface between the resin



and the glass. Consequently, the coupling agents improve the properties of the glass-resin

composite. This is a very important finding, because it is very helpful for the fabrication

of continuous filaments of glass fibers, without damaging for selÊabrasion and, therefore,

the fabrication of f,rber composite elements and materials.

Fiber composite elements are the combination of fiber reinforcement and binding

resin. Therefore, it is necessary to know not only the mechanical properties of the

reinforcing fiber but also the mechanical properties of the binding resins as well as the

interrelation between the reinforcing fibers and the resin matrix. Patrick and Layne [11],

Wong fl2f, and Sterman and Marsden [13], studied the modulus of rupture, bond

strength, and shear strength of f,rber composites. They investigated the bond strength

between the resin and fibers, and the bond strength between layers of the same resin. To

generate adhesion between glass fibers and resin, they used coupling agents such as

vinyltrichlorosilane and methacrylatochromic chloride. Coupling agents are materials

capable of reacting with and forming covalent chemical bonds with both the organic

polymer and the inorganic glass. They found that with the above-mentioned coupling

agents, the bond strength between the reinforcing glass-fiber and the resin matrix is
,i'

substantially good.

Glass fiber paved the way for reinforced resin structural materials in the late 1930s.

Since that time, steady improvement and continuos market g¡owth have taken place.

Glass fiber continues to be the most widely used reinforcement for plastics because of its

high strength, ready availability to known specifications, low density, and low cost,

according to Gill [4]. However, a couple of decades ago, composite plastic materials

were used only for aerospace purpose, and for the fabrication of car body parts. The

requirements were for stiff materials with high strength. Carbon fiber possessos more



stiffness than glass fiber. In addition, carbon fiber can reach a high strength with less

strain than glass fiber, which makes it the preferred material for aerospace and car

industry. Therefore, researchers put their attention into the investigation of carbon FRP

composite materials. Later, in this chapter, are compared the stress-strain relationship of

the main plastic materials currently in use. The production of carbon fltber commenced in

Japan around l95g,but the main progress in production has been in the early 80s. Carbon

flrber is the result of overheating cellulose materials. The first researcher to obtain carbon

f,rlaments by overheating cellulose resin, was Thomas Alba Edison in the last century,

according to Gill [14]. In such a way, Edison discovered a suitable material for making

lamp resistances.

2.2.2 Methods of manufacture.

Reinforced plastic material is a compound of filament fibers bound by a binding

matrix. The manufacturing methods can be the moulding method, filament winding

method or pultrusion method according to Ballinger [15]. Furthemore, there is the layout

method.

a) Moulding process.

The moulding process is used for shell laminated or non-continuous elements like

car body parts, aircraft parts, and missile parts. The fibers can be carbon fiber or glass

fiber. The fibers are arraîged prior to moulding, by placing altemated layers at a required

angle 0 between their directions. The reinforcing fibers are placed by handfuls, then

impregnated with resin matrix, and finally moulded to get the desired shape.



b) Ií/inding process.

The winding process is used for FRP braided continuos elements such as FRP rods

and FRP tendons. Figure 2.1 shows schematically the winding process where: (a)

represents the creel containing fibers packages; (b) is the winding machine; (c) is the

resin impregnation tank; (d) is the curing die; (e) is the haul-off mechanism and (f) is the

cut-off saw. The winding process starts when the fibers come from the creel (a) into the

winding machine (b) The braided rods aÍe impregnate with resin in the resin

impregnation tank (c) and then treated in the curing die (d). The haul-off mechanism (e)

pulls-out the rods and finally the rods are cut-off at the required length.

4 Pultrusion process.

The pultrusion process shown in figure 2.2 is for continuous elements such as rods,

cables, bars, boxed and flanged beams, and boxed and flanged columns. Pultrusion is a

continuous process ofpulling fibers or fabrics from the creel offibers or fabric packages

through a resin bath, and then through a heated die to produce constant cross-section of

structural shapes. The reinforcing fibers of the continuos elements made through the
,l'

pultrusion process are all in a parallel array with respect to the axis of the element.

Let us have a look at the pultrusion process shown schematically in figure 2.2 ftom

left to right. The process starts from the creel or basket, at the left hand side shown in

figure 2.2a, containing fiber spools or packages of fabric rolls or mat rolls. Let us assume,

for instance, the manufacture of FRP bars. The threads of glass fiber are pulled by the

haul off mechanism (pultrusion) into the resin impregnation tank (figwe 2.2b) where the

fibers are bound together by the resin matrix. Resin may be epoxy resin, polyester resin or

the like. After passing through the impregnation tank, the bound fibers go through the



pre-forming die (figure 2.2c), where the section of the element t¿kes the desired constant

shape, such as cylindrical or square. After forming, the continuous element it is dried in

the curing die chamber (figure 2.2d). The haul offmechanism (figure 2.2e) is in charge of

pulling the endless element and transporting it out of the process, The saw at the end of

the process (figure 2.2f) is for cutting off the elemsnts at the desired length.

d) Layout method.

The layout method consists of placing pre-impregnated parts of fiber reinforced

plastic matçrial in such a way as to configure the required element, such as superimpose

configurations of woven mats. Figures 2.3 shows the layout of two layers of straps, one

superimposed at 900 over the another one. Meanwhile, figure 2.4 shows an FRP element

with a woven layout. The component pre-impregnated parts can be straps or tapes. One

example of the layout method is the repair, by wrapping with FRP tapes or straps, of

damaged RC columns. Another example is gluing an FRP tape along the soffrt of an RC

beam for strengthening or stiffening.

2,2.3Types of FRP materials.

There are several types of FRP materials in the market. Plastic materials range from

the raw fibers up to FRP material elements fabricated through the construction methods

described above. Examples of raw fibers are, for instance, glass fiber and carbon fiber.

There are FRP sheets of two kinds with regard to the orientation of the reinforcing

fibers. One sort of FRP sheet is the one with reinforcing fibers parallel to the length of the

sheet, as shown in figure 2.5. Another sort of FRP sheet is the one with the reinforcing

flrbers non parallel to the length of the sheet, as shown in figure 2.6.



Continuous FRP pultruded elements are available in the form of detbrmed

reinforcing bars and tendons as shown in figwe 2.7. In this flrgure, it can be seen that the

FRP reinforcing bar has transverse deformations to carry bond stress. However, the FRP

tendon shows a smooth surface to avoid counteraction against post-tensioning forces.

In figure 2.8, plotted by Gueritse [16], the reader can see the tensile stress-strain

relationship curves of filaments with different Young's moduli. The vertical axis of figure

2.8, is given in MPa, meanwhile, the horizontal axis, is given in percentage strain (strain

o/o). The nylon filament has the lowest Young's modulus of 400 MPa followed by the

polypropylene. Aramid HM, aramid standard and S-glass fiber have a high Young's

modulus and high strength, compared with polypropylene and nylon. These three sorts of

fibers are stronger than prestressing steel, but have a relatively low Young's modulus.

Carbon fibers are in two categories: carbon fibers of higher Young's modulus (HM); and

the carbon fibers of higher strength (HS). Notice that the Young's modulus of the carbon

fibers is very similar to the Young's modulus of the prestressing steel. Also in this figure

can be seen the different behavior of the FRP materials with respect to the steel. The

stress-strain relationship of the FRP materials is linear; meanwhile 
,,1n" 

trt.tt-strain

relationship of the steel shows a non-linear trend.

In figure 2.9 we can see the stress-strain relationship of both glass-FRP reinforcing

bars and steel rebars [17]. Here, we can see clearly that the Young's modulus of the FRP

rebars is constant, ie the FRP rebars behave elastically at all times.

FRP continuous elements can be pultruded beams or pultruded columns like those

shown in figures 2.10 and 2.11. The elements in figure 2.10 can be used as either beams

or columns; however, the elements in figure 2.lt are speciflrcally for beams.



2.3 FRP strengthening sheets and composite beams and column.

Composite FRP materials are developed in several shapes to suit the requirements for

a better design and construction of structural elements. The necessity of finding new

alternative materials for the construction industry has encouraged researchers to create

new combinations of existing raw materials along with new geometric configurations.

Examples are pultruded plastic beams reinforced with carbon sheets in the tensile zone as

in figure 2.llb, and pultruded plastic beams reinforced with carbon sheets in the tensile

zone and concrete in the compressive zone as in figure 2.lld. Deskovic and Triantaflrllou

[18] and Deskovic and Triant¿fillou [19] investigated hybrid beams with a cross-section

shown in figure 2.12. The pultruded beams were made of GFRP material and later a

double layer of CFRP material was glued to the tension zone. At the top of the pultruded

beams was cast a 53-mm thick concrete layer. Table 2.1 shows the geometric properties

of the FRP materials involved in the manufacturing of the three beam specimens. When

testing the beams, it was found that the carbon sheet failed first prior to the failure of the

glass FRP flange which caused the collapse of the whole beam. Hence, initial failure of

the carbon sheet was a warning of imminent failure. The early failure of the carbon sheet,
,i'

with respect to the failure of the glass fiber flange of the beams, is understandable

because the failure strain of the carbon fiber is much less than the failure strain of the

glass fiber, as can be seen in figure 2.8.

Figure 2.13 shows the load-deflection relationship of beam I in t¿ble 2.1. The

behavior of the beam was linear up to fracture of the CFRP reinforcing sheet, and then

the bottom flange of GFRP took over up to the failure of the beam due to debonding. To

prevent debonding between the concrete layer and the pultruded beam, the concrete layer

was bolted to the top flange of the beam soon after the concrete was cast. The outcome



was excellent given that failure of the beams was due to concrete crushing instead of

debonding, as shown in figures 2.14 and 2.15. Beam 3 with 2l mm2 of CFRP reached

larger deflections at failure than beam I with 25 mmz of CFRP.

Table 2.1. - Geometric

Carbon sheets are used for strengthening and retrofitting deck slabs in existing

bridges. Figure 2.16 shows a deck slab strengthened with a unidirectional CFRP

reinforcing sheet. Kobayashi et al l20l found that after gluing a CFRP reinforcing sheet to

the tension zone of the slab the deflection of the slab reduced by 15 to 20 per cent. The

aim was to increase the loading capacity of the bridge. Carbon sheéts take over the

tensile stress of the old steel, improving considerably the loading capacity and, therefore,

prolonging the service life of bridges.

Bridges are prone to damage not only at the superstructure level but also near the

column-footing joints. Bridge columns damaged due to severe earthquake can be repaired

using FRP straps (see figure 2.17). RC columns manufactured with conventional steel

reinforcement have been loaded until failure, by means of a simulated earthquake. After

removing the spalled concrete and reshaping the columns, the damaged columns were

of beams.
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wrapped with FRP straps that were concentrated around the zones of the plastic hinges of

the columns. Three different types of FRP straps were tested by Saadatmanesh et al l2ll

which had the mechanical properties shown in table 2.2 and in figure 2.18. The test

results of the repaired columns, according to the above researchers, were all satisfactory.

The columns kept very good stiffness and appropriate ductility. The repair of columns,

not only in bridges but also in buildings, is feasible using FRP straps because they

represent low cost in both materials and work force.

There is another procedure which goes a bit further than repairing damaged columns

(Mirmiran and Shahawy) l22l Such a procedure consists of the manufacture of RC

columns confîned with FRP reinforcing straps instead of internal steel confining stimrps.

It was emphasised that the design criterion must not follow the same criterion followed in

the design of RC columns confined with steel hoops. Because using available

confinement models that were calibrated for steel, may prove unsafe for fiber-wrapped

FRP-encased concrete columns.

Table 2.2. - of the FRP

Concrete beams can also be repaired using carbon FRP sheets for strengthening in

tension and shear. Norris et al l23l investigated the use of CFRP sheets that were epoxy

Ultimate strain
mm/mm
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bonded to both the tension face and web of concrete beams, to enhance their flextral and

shear strengths. Figure 2.19 shows four different types of external reinforcement with

CFRP sheets. The effect of CFRP sheets on the strength and stiffness of the beams is

considered for various orientations of the fibers with respect to the axis of the beam. For

instance, figure 2.lgashows a reinforced concrete beam with a unidirectional CFRP sheet

parallel to the axis of the beam. The CFRP sheet is bonded at the tensile zone and at both

sides of the web.

The beam shown in figure 2.19b has been bonded with a two-direction CFRP sheet;

one direction of the sheet is parallel and the another one is transverse to the axis of the

beam. The beam shown in figure 2.19c is bondcd with a two directional CFRP sheet at

45o about the axis of the beam. Meanwhile, the beam shown in figure 2.I9d has a CFRP

sheet along the tensile zone, however, the sheet bonded at both sides of the web is placed

near the ends only. Different modes of failure and gains in the ultimate strength were

observed, depending on the orientation of the fibers. Muszynski and Sierakowski l2al in

addition to investigating the mechanical behavior of RC beams with CFRP tape in the

tension zoÍrezalso investigatedthe environment¿l behavior of the composite tape. It was
,il

found that CFRP tape is not vulnerable to freeze-thaw cycles and hot water immersion.

However, CFRP tape is vulnerable to the exposure of rainwater and the ultraviolet energy

sunlight. Also Saadatmanesh and Ehsani [25] investigated the static strength of reinforced

concrete beams strengthened by gluing glass FRP plates, instead of CFRP, to their tension

flanges as can be seen in figure 2.20.It was found that gluing GFRP plates to the tension

face could signifrcantþ increase the flexural strength of RC beams. In addition, the epoxy

bonded plate improved the cracking behavior of the beams by delaying the formation of

visible cracks, and reduced crack widths at high load levels. The only problem is that the



GFRP plates reduced the original ductility of RC beams. The beams become stronger,

however, the mode failure is without warning, which represents lack of safety.

2.4 FRP reinforcing bars in concrete structures.

The use of FRP reinforcing bars in concrete structures requires the knowledge of

their fundamental properties. Within the main properties of FRP reinforcing bars, we

need to know for instance, their tensile strength and bond strength. In addition, in this

part of the chapter, is reviewed the bond strength as well as the most usual methods of

bond testing. Later, the flexural strength of RC beams with FRP reinforcing bars is

reviewed and then the shear strength of RC beams with FRP stimrps.

2.4.1 Bond strength and bond tests.

Bond strength in reinforced concrete structures is the ability of the reinforcing

materials to work together with the concrçte as far as possible without showing slip. Bond

failure is one of the main concerns in the construction industry. In the early years of the

concrete construction industry, the bond strength depended only on the chemical reaction

of the cement surrounding the reinforcing bars because of the smooth surface of such

rebars. Investigations carried out in recent decades led to the conclusion that protruded

deformations of the reinforcing bars along with an appropriate confinement around the

concrete improved considerably the bond strength.

Although good guidelines exist for the design of concrete structures reinforced with

steel rebars, these guidelines do not apply for concrete structures reinforced with FRP

rebars. The constituent materials of the FRP rebars are far different from the steel rebars,

therefore, the design guidelines have to be different as well.



Let us have a look of some details of bond tests for FRP reinforcing bars in concrete

structures. There are several bond test methods available and we will discuss four of

them, which we will call pullout tests, confinement tests, flexural tests, and pre-tensioned

tests.

a) Pullout test.

Firstly, the pullout testing, which is the more commonly used. Tests for both steel

and FRP rebars have been done by Larralde and Silva ll7l. Figure 2.21 shows

schematically the set-up for the pullout test procedure. The bar coupon is embedded into

the concrete cylinder at an embedment length 1". The bar coupon is then pulled-out with a

force P. Two things may happen, one of them is that the coupon fails and another one is

that the coupon slips leaving behind the concrete cylinder.

Let us analyse the bond test results in table 2.3. Column 2 shows the diameter of the

bar specimen and column 3 shows the embedment length of the coupon. Column 4 is the

average normal-strength in MPa and column 5 the average bond-strength in kPa. The

slippage is in column 6. Pairs of similar bars are marked with the same subscript. For
,i.

example, (FRP)" and (Steel)a means FRP bar and Steel bar of 9,5-mm diameter and 76.2

mm of embedment length. For each pair of bars (FRP and steel), the bond strength is

quite similar, however, the slippage of the FRP bars is four times the slippage of the

similar steel bar.

Figure 2.22 represents the normal-strength/slip relationship plotted for the bar

specimens, in t¿ble 2.3. The curye (FRP)" is representative of a FRP coupon of 9.5-mm

diameter and76.2 mm of embedment length. The curve (FRP)6 is representative of a FRP

coupon of 9.5-mm diameter and 152.4 mm of embedment length. The curve (FRP)" is



representative of a FRP coupon of 15.9-mm diameter and76.2 mm of embedment length.

Finally, the curve (FRP)¿ is representative of a FRP coupon of 15.9-mm diameter and

152.4 mm of embedment length. Perhaps of more importance is the comparison in figure

2.23, which shows the normal-strength/slip relationships of a steel coupon and an FRP

coupon for a particular bond test.

Table2.3 values of bond test results of FRP and steel rebars

Note: Normal stength means lhe pulloul stenglh ot the specimen's faibte.

The diameter and embedment length of both coupons is 9.5 mm and 76.2 mm

respectively in figure 2.23. In this figure, can be seen the difference between the bond

properties of FRP rebars and steel rebars. The steel coupon reaches a latger normal
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strength with a shorter slippage than the FRP coupon. Figure 2.24 shows the normal-

strength/slip relationship of a steel coupon and an FRP coupon, with a diameter of 9.5

mm and an embedment length of 152.4 mm. The specimens reach practically the same

normal strength, however, the FRP bar reaches its strength al a much larger slippage than

the steel bar.

b) Bond test with confinement.

A second method of bond testing might be called 'bond test with confltnement'

(Malvar) [26]. The specimen used is shown in figure 2.26. The specimen consists of a76-

mm diameter and 102-mm long concrete cylinder surrounding an FRP bar. Only 67 mm

of the bar is in cont¿ct with concrete, contact being prevented in the rest of the specimen

via silicone rubber spacer. A split, threaded steel pipe, which carries the pullout force via

shear stresses, sutïounds the outer concrete surface. The pipe is split into eight strips to

offer no lateral resistance. The concrete cylinder is cast in place against the pipe threads.

Casting is carried out with the specimen placed vertically. The interior of the steel ring is

of an uneven surface to restrict movement of the concrete cylinder, when the pullout
'i,

force is applied, generating a shearing force between the steel ring and the concrete

cylinder.

The concrete cylinder is pre-cracked prior to the test by setting a surface pressure of

3.4 MPa in the radial direction and then unloaded. The bar is pulled on until longitudinal

splitting occurs between the concrete and the bar. The first bar is tested under a tadial

pressure of 3.4 MPa, and the corresponding curve is labelled A in figure 2.25.'fhe second

one tested under a radial pressure of 10.3 MPa, and the corresponding curve is labelled B

in figure 2.25. The third one is tested under a radial pressure of 17.2 MPa, and the



coresponding cuwe is labelled C in figure 2.25. The fourth one tested under the radial

pressnre of 24.1 MPa, and the corresponding curve is labelled D in figure 2.25.Finally,

the fifth bar tested under the radial pressure of 31.0 MPa, and the corresponding curve

labelled E in figure 2.25. Notice in figure 2.25 that only the bar under the radial pressure

of 31.0 MPa breaks, that is denoted by the symbol x.

c) Flexural bond test.

A third method of bond testing is the 'flexural bond test'. Figure 2.27 shows

schematically the set up of the flexural bond test. The flexural bond test consists of a

reinforced concrete beam with a reinforcing bar in the tensile zone. In figure 2.27 canbe

seen also the cross-section of the beam specimen. The reinforcing bar passes through the

recess notches in the side view of the beam. At the free ends of the beam, steel sleeves

impede the contact between the reinforcing bar and the concrete to avoid shearing effects

between the concrete and the reinforcing bar. The reinforcing bar makes contact with the

concrete only between the two recess notches as well as along the shear span. The shear

span is of different lengths for each beam specimen, because it represents the embedment
,i:

length of the FRP bar.

Diat gauges are placed at the free ends of the steel sleeves to measure the

displacements at the ends of the FRP bar and strain gauges are attached to the rebars

between the recess notches (Daniali) [27]. First, were tested FRP coupons in tension, to

determine the tensile strength and Young's modulus of the FRP bars. The tensile

specimens were FRP bars of 9.52mm,12.'l mm,19.05 mm and25.4 mm diameter with a

60Yo to 70%o of glass fiber content by weight. The results of the tensile test are ín table 2.4

.t
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below. The low tensile strength and Young's modulus of the bar of 9.52-mm diameter is

attributed to low content of glass fiber by weight.

The concrete for the manufacture of the beam specimens was 29 MPa strength. Table

2.5 shows the diameter and embedment length of the coupons as well as the bond test

results. The failure of the bars of 12.7-mm diameter is due to tension for the three

different embedment lengths shown in column 2 of table 2.5. The failure of the bars of

19.05-mm diameter was in three different ways that is bond, cover splitting and tension.

Notice that the tension failure occurs for longer embedment length in contrast with the

results obtained by Larralde and Silva [17] using the pullout test method. The bar of 25.4-

mm diameter failed only for bond and cover splitting even at the embedment length of

762 mm, which means that to reach tensile failure, the embedment length must be larger

than762 mm.

Table 2.4. - Results from the tensile test.
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A very interesting finding is the mode of failure at the interface between the

reinforcing bars and the surrounding concrete with regard to the slippage. It was found in
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this experimental work that in the pullout test the surrounding concrete shears the FRP

rebars in contrast to testing steel rebars which shear the surrounding concrete. The shear

effect between the concrete and the bars can be seen in figure 2.28. For instance, in figure

2.28a the shear occurs over the ribs of the steel bar, meanwhile in figures 2.28b and2.28c

the bond shear occurs in the deeper surface of the bar peeling off the outer deformations.

Table 2.5. - Test results from the flexural bond method.
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d) Pre-tensioning bond test.

A fourth method of bond testing consists of pre-tensioning an FRP bar and then

casting the concrete block with two different strengths as in figure 2.29b. Such a method

could be named as 'pre-tensioning bond test'. Along with the pre-tensioned method is



also made a one side pullout test to compare results (see figure 2.29a). Shima and Suga

[28] used this bond testing method with the following materials properties: Braided

aramid FRP bars of l4-mm diameter with 1.25 GPa strength and 68 GPa of Young's

modulus. The concrete strength and setting up details are all in table 2.6. Where l" is the

embedded length; D is the nominal bar diameter; and o¡,, is the strength of the FRP bars.

Figure 2.30 shows the bond stress-slip relationship of the test results from not only

the pre-stressed bond test but also the pullout one side bond test. The bond strength is

larger and the slip is shorter using the pre-stressing method than that obtained using the

pullout test. In figure 2.30, it can be seen that the curves plotted from the pre-stressing

test show bond strength of around 15 MPa and 20 MPa. The bond slip is near I mm.

Meanwhile, the curves from the pullout test show bond strength between 7 lvlPa and 8

MPa with a bond slip of near 3.0 mm. Comparing the test results of the pre-stressed tests,

it can be seen that the bond stress is proportional to the concrete strength.

Table 2.6. - Set details of the bond test.
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2.4.2 Flexural strength of RC beam with FRP reinforcing bars.

RC beams with FRP reinforcing bars behave quite different from RC beams with

steel rebars. The reason is that the FRP reinforcing bars possess a different behavior than

the steel rebars (see figure 2.9). FRP reinforcing bars do not yield as steel rebars do.

Hence, beams reinforced with steel rebars are designed as under reinforced to ensure not

only flexural strength but also ductility, however, beams reinforced with FRP rebars must

be designed as over reinforced. If an RC beam with FRP rebars is designed as under

reinforced then the FRP bars fracture prematurely before the concrete reaches its

compressive strength, and as a consequence the beam collapses without warning

(Benmokrane et al) [29]. However, if the beam is designed as over reinforced one, then

failure of the beam is due to failure of the compressive concrete. Failure of the RC beam

with FRP rebars by crushing the compressive concrete means that the FRP reinforcing

bars do not reach their tensile strength (Brown and Bartholomew) [30]. The brittle failure

of the beam is present in both circumstances.

Let us look closely at brittle failure of the beam. Once the FRP rebars break, the

beam fails because the tensile reinforcement no longer exists, therefore, the collapse of

the beam is inevitable. The curve B of figur e 2.31shows, schematicatiy, tt 
" 

moment-

curvature relationship of an under reinforced concrete beam with FRP reinforcing bars.

Note that the moment-curvature relationship is linear owing to the factthat the beam fails

by fracture of the tensile reinforcement, in which the stress-strain relationship is linear.

Once the concrete starts crushing, the collapse of the beam is also inevit¿ble because the

compressive strength of the concrete reduces. The curve A in figure 2.31 shows,

schematically, the typical moment-curvature relationship of an over reinforced concrete

beam with FRP reinforcing bars. The curve of the moment-curvature relationship is non-



linear because the beam fails as the compressive concrete crushes, and the stress-strain

relationship of the concrete is non-linear.

Until now, good results have becn found regarding to the strength of RC beams with

FRP rebars. It only remains to add ductility to the beams. Ductility is an essential property

of an RC structure that is required for earthquake resistence to give early warning of

failure and is also required for moment redistribution. However, we cannot assume

yielding of the FRP rebars because the stress-strain relationship is fully linear (see figure

2.9). Ductility of RC beams with FRP reinforcing bars is a major concern not only for

structural designers but also structural researchers, therefore, some proposals have to be

made to achieve ductility. Suggestions such as 'Since FRP reinforcing bars do not yield as

the steel rebars do, there should be the explicit provision that failure be controlled by

concrete crushing, as opposed to tensile reinforcement rupture' (Nanni) [31]. Another

suggestion is the use of hybrid FRP reinforcement made of fibers with different

elongation to obtain a progressive failure of the rebars to obtain ductility. Others

suggestions are for example, the use of FRP conf,rnement embedded in the zone of

conçrete compression as well as staggered tensile reinforcement. In addition, it has been

suggested that partial debonding of the tensile reinforcing bars would achieve ductility of

the RC beams \À¡ith FRP reinforcing bars. All of the above suggestions only reflect the

high concern about ductility of the RC beams with FRP reinforcing bars.

2.4.3 Shear strength of RC beams with X'RP stirrups.

Closedloop FRP stimrps have been used in laboratory tests of RC beams with steel

rebars. FRP stimrps of 10-mm diameter were placed at75-mm intervals along the beams

and none of the beams showed shear failure. Conversely, the beams failed due to flexure.



These results are an indication that FRP stimrps resist the shear forces in the entire beam

(Saadatmanesh and Ehsani) [32].

2.5 Stress-strain relationship of normal concrete.

Many equations exist, for obtaining the stress-strain relationship of the concrete

(popovic) [33], (Popovic) [34], (Hognestad) t35l and (Desayi) [36]. Many of these

equations have some shortcomings which make them unacceptable for use in actual

structural design. However, the most acceptable equation, which flrts properly with

experimental results, is Wang's equation (Wang et al) [37]. The stress-strain relationship

using Wang's equation covers the ascending branch as well as the falling branch trending

to infinity when the concrete strength trends to zero (Wee) [38] and (Holkmann) [39] (see

figure 2.32). Wang et al found that the following expressions give the most acceptable flrt

to the stress-strain curves of normal concrete:

A"*X+8"*X2
t+C. *x+ó" *x' ; 0 <X <1 (Ascendingbranch)

Y_ 2.1

Ao *X+Bd *X2
X > I (Descendingbranch)

1+Co*X+Do* x2'

Where Y =9-"
f"

22

tc
and X

eoo

2.3



where oo and % are stress and strain in general; f" and tco are the concrete strength, and

the corresponding strain. Au , Bu , Cu , and Da are coefficients for the ascending branch

of the stress-strain curve; A¿ , B¿ , Cd, and D¿ are coefficients for the descending branch

of the stress-strain curve.

For the ascending branch of the stress-strain curve, the values of the four coefficients

are established from the following four boundary conditions:

Boundary condition number one for the ascending branch

E_
E"o

when(Y:0,X:0)

Where E" represents the secant modulus of elasticity ùt0.45f", and E* represents the

secant modulus of elasticity at f,

Boundary condition number two for the ascending branch

dY
dX

Y = 0.45 for

Boundary condition number three for the ascending branch

25

Y: l forX:1 26



Boundary condition number four for the ascending branch

for (Y:1 and X:1)

for (Y:l and X:1)

for ¡ - 6oi

e@

2.7

For the descending branch of the stress-strain curve, the values of the four

coefficients are established from the following four boundary conditions:

Boundary condition number one for the falling branch

Y: l forX:1 2.8

Boundary condition number two for the falling branch

2.9

2.10

Boundary condition number three for the falling branch

u -õaI_

f"

Where oo¡ is the concrete stress and eo1 is the concrete strain at the inflection point i of the

descending branch ofthe stress-strain curve.

Boundary condition number four for the falling branch



Y-+0 for X-+.o 2.tt

With this approach, an analytical stress-strain curve can be generated from the

knowledge of three essential points of the experimental curve.

The three essential points, are the following:

1) Stress and strain, at the concrete strength point f".

2) Stress and strain at0.45 f (ascending branch of the curve).

3) Stress and strain at the inflection point i (descending branch of the cuwe). The

inflection point i is at 0.35f in the falling branch of stress-strain curve where stress-

strain curve changes from being convex to become conÇave.

\
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3.1 Introduction

This chapter is about the segmental analysis method applied to simply

supported concrete beams. Segmental analysis can be used to design not

only singly reinforced concrete beams but also doubly reinforced concrete

beams. Furthermore, the type of reinforcement can be either FRP rebars or

steel rebars or a combination of both. Firstly, the reader can find herein a

description of what segmental analysis is about. Next is the analysis of

RC beams with FRP reinforcing bars at the bottom only, which is used to

explain in a step by step basis the use of segmental analysis' After



explaining the analysing procedure on beams with FRP reinforcing bars at

the bottom only, is explained the analysed procedure for doubly reinforced

concrete beams in order to describe the effects of the compressive

reinforcement.

The procedure used in the analysis of the beams is organised into a

mathematical algorithm that is used in a computer program, which is

thoroughly described using a flowchart. Finally, the reader can see the

results of the analysis of seven beams with different amounts and types of

longitudinal reinforcement. In addition, there is a set of figures containing

the moment-curvature relationship of two or three beams for making

comparisons between them.

3.2 Segmental analysis

Ductility of reinforced concrete beams is measured either in terms of

the load-deflection relationship from test data or in tçrms of the moment-

curvature relationship, through a numerical analysis method.,,However, the

design of the beams must be carried out through a numerical analysis

method. The calculation of the moment-curvature relationship of the

beams allows us to know not only the flexural strength of the beam but

also the degree of ductility of the beams.

The analysis method, proposed in this thesis, is the segmental analysis

method. Firstly, let us analyse a reinforced concrete beam with FRP

reinforcing bars as a tensile reinforcement only. This is to make easy the

understanding about the segmental analysis methodology. Later on is



analysed a reinforced concrete beam with both tensile FRP reinforcing

bars, and compressive FRP reinforcing bars to get a deeper understanding

about the segmental analysis method. The segmental analysis method is

very helpful to evaluate both the actual flexural strength of the beams and

their degree of ductility. The segmental analysis method is applicable to

analysing RC beams with FRP reinforcing bars as well as RC beams with

steel reinforcing bars.

3.2.1 RC beam with tensile reinforcement only.

Before starting with the calculation procedure, let us look at figure 3.1

as a whole and then, one by one, the subfigures marked from (a) to (d)'

Figure 3.1a shows the segmented cross-section of a beam with tensile

reinforcement only, where b is the cross-section's width; h is the cross-

section's depth; and d is the cross-section's effective depth; A¡1 is the

amount of FRP longitudinal reinforcement at the tensile zorLe; and AA is a

segment of area in the cross-section of the beam. Figure 3.,1b represents

the strain profile, where n is the neutral axis depth in millimetres and y is

the curvature in inverse of millimetres. The concrete strain at the top is eo

and the strain of the tensile reinforcement is e¡1. Figure 3.1c represents the

stress profile; where o" is the concrete stress distribution, and o¡1 is the

stress in the FRP tensile reinforcement. Figure 3. 1d represents the

distribution of forces along the cross-section, and the corresponding

distances z of each component force, about the level of the tensile force

T¡.



The calculation process starts with the division of the cross-sectional

area of the beam into segmental areas AA which have a depth Ah and

width b. In addition, for each segment of area Â4, there is a strair to¡ ÍIt

its half depth Àh in figure 3.1b.

Let ry be the curvature caused by a load P acting at the midspan of the

concrete beam. Also, let us assume that the deformations along the cross-

section of the beam are all small enough. If we add the usual assumption

that the deformations are all proportional to their respective distances to

the neutral axis of the beam, then we have two similar triangles in figure

3.Ib. In that way, \¡/e are able to express the curvature ry in terms of each

strain and its respective distance to the neutral axis of the beam. Let eo be

the concrete strain at the middle depth of the top segment of area ÂA (see

figure 3.1a). The distance of e" to the neutral axis is the neutral axis depth

n minus one half of the depth Ah. Therefore, the curvature ry can be

expressed in terms of the strain eo and its distance (n - Lhl2) to the neutral

axis of the beam (see equation 3'1). 'it

V=
to

^h2

3.1

Solving for eo in equation 3.1, gives equation 3'2



tc ( ^hn--
2

3.2

Now, looking at figure 3.1b from top to bottom, we can see that for

each segment of atea, there is a corresponding strain. On the other side,

each one of these strains over the neutral axis of the beam, is Ah closer

than the upper one to the neutral axis of the beam. However, the strains

below the neutral axis are Ah further away than the upper one from the

neutral axis of the beam. The top concrete strain is named e", next let us

name it eo1 the strain below e". The strain below sq1 Would be e"2 and so

on until the lowest one named e"¡'

With this approach, we can write down equations for each strain in

figure 3.1 in terms of the curvature ry and its distance to the neutral axis

of the beam. For instance, the strain of the top segment of area ÂA is at a

distance (n - Lhl2) from the neutral axis of the beam. Consequently, e"1 is

at the distance (n - 3ah/2) and the strain Eo2 ùt the distance (n - 5Lhl2).

Following this procedure, we can deduce that the distance between the

strain at the bottom of the cross-section of the beam is (n - (2i - l)Lhl2);

where j is a countering number countering number also used in the

numeric subscript of the corresponding straitt tcj.

Let us look at equations 3.3 to 3.7 .

," - *(n +)= r('- 
(z 

" 
tt t)¡tr) 3.3



,", =v(n +)=*(" -(z"z-Ùnn)

r"z = v[' +)= r('- 
(z 

" 
¡- t)¡tr)

€"¡ =v(" +)=*('-(2"+- 
t)^h;

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

which can be written as the following general expression

(z¡ - t)¡t'
toj =V n-

2

In addition, the strains upwards from the neutral axis are tn

compression and the strains downwards from the neutral axis are in
'ì'

tension. The straiî e¡1 in the tensile reinforcement is calculated using the

similarity of triangles as follows

tft
d-n

2

Solving for e¡1 in equation 3.8 gives equation 3.9 which can be used

to calculate the strain t¡¡ of the tensile reinforcement of the beam



tft _ ze"(a - n) .3.9

where d is the effective depth of the cross-section of the beam, n is the

neutral axis depth, and Àh is the depth of the segment of area Â4. The

strain of the top segment of area in the cross-section is e".

With the knowledge of the entire strain distribution for a particular

curvature V, wo are able to calculate the stress distribution in figure 3,1c.

In doing so, we use equations from 2.1 to 2.3 (see section 2.5 in chapter

2) to evaluate the stress distribution.

Equation 2.1

Y
A"X + B.X2

1+C"X+ D"X2
(for the ascending branch)

J= AoX + BuX'
l+CoX+DoX2

(for the descending branch)

V/here Y is the ratio of concrete stress oo and the concrete strength t in

MPa indicated in equation2.2 of chapter 2. Furthermore, X is the ratio of

the general strain rc and the strain roo at the concrete strength as in

equation 23 of chapter 2.

^h
2n-

Equation 2.2



--o"l-

f"

Y=o"j
q

Equation 2.2becomes equation 3.10 after replacing o" by o"¡

go

Êæ
X

Equation 2.3

Here, we substitute to of equatioî 2.3 by scj so that equation 2.3

becomes equation 3.11. The reason for substituting the strain's symbols is

that we identified ro¡ âS the variation of strains in the cross-section of the

beam for an individual curvature V. Meanwhile, the symbol ço is reserved,

herein, for the strain of the segment of area at the top of the cross-section

of the beam. In addition, the subscript 'a' stands for 'ascending' and the

subscript'd' stands for'descending' in equation 2.1-

3. 10

3.11X=þ
tm



The next step is to calculate the force distribution along the cross-

section of the beam. The internal force C".¡ (in kN) for each segment of

area AA is AA times the stress oo¡ at the level of that area as in equation

3.r2.

C", = (aA)o,i 3.r2

forces C".¡ using equation 3.14

C

The segment of area ÂA is Ah times the width b of the cross-section of

the beam and it is expressed in equation 3.13 (see figure 3.la).

ÂA = bÂh 313

The resultant of the compressive forces Co is the summation of all the

C cl

Now, to review the equilibrium of forces, we calculate the tensile force

T¡ of the FRP rebars to compare it with C" (see figure 3.1d). We start from

the knowledge of the mechanical properties of the FRP rebars such as the

strength o¡1,, (in MPa) and its Young's modulus E¡1 (in MPa). The stress o¡1

of the FRP rebars is the strain e¡1 (see equation 3.9) times its Young's

modulus E¡1 as in equation 3.15. Care must be taken regarding the strain

hI
0

c



of the tensile reinforcement to ensure that it does not exceed its ultimate

stratn t¡1,,

oo = toEo 3.1s

The internal force T¡ (in kN) of the tensile reinforcement is the stress

o¡1 times the cross-sectional area A¡1 of the reinforcing bar as in equation

3.16.

T=o¡Au

The structural element is in stable equilibrium if and only if the

compressive force Co equals the tensile one T¡. This equality is expressed

in equation 3.I7 .

3.t6

3.t7Tr=C"

If equation 3.17 is not satisfied, then n is changed and the procedure

repeated until equilibrium is achieved.

After checking the equilibrium of forces through equation 3 'l'7, \rye

then calculate the internal moment M,, of the beam. The internal moment

M,, is the summation of all the elemental moments M,'o.;. The moflo1rt M,r"¡



for each force C".¡ is the force C"¡ times its distance z to the level of the

tensile force T¡.

Mn"¡ = z Co¡

Consequently, the internal moment M. of the beam becomes the

summation of all the moments M,,".¡ as in equation 3.19.

.3.18

3.19Mno =IM*.¡
h

0

The curvature \y was a guessed at the beginning of the procedure,

therefore, we know one point of the moment-curvature relationship. That

point could be defined as (ryr, M,,r), for instance.

3.2.2 Doubly reinforced concrete beam. 
,i:

The analysis of RC beams with tensile reinforcement only paved the

way to understanding the analysis of doubly reinforced concrete beams

without any difficulty. It is only just a matter of adding the mechanical

effects of the compressive reinforcement.

Let us look at figure 3.2 of a doubly reinforced concrete beam. Figure

3.2 shows the cross-section, strain profile, stresses and forces for two

different values of curvature ìV1 and Vz.A load P acting over the beam



generates the curvature y1. Therefore, as the load P is incremented, it

generates the curvature y2.

Figure 3.2a is the cross-section of the beam in which can be seen the

amount of compressive reinforçement labelled A¡" and the amount of

tensile reinforcement labelled A¡1. Figure 3.2b is the strain distribution

where e¡" is the strain of the compressive reinforcement. In the calculation

of the moment M¡o provided by the compressive reinforcement, we start by

calculating the strain e¡". In that calculation, wç use the similarity of

triangles method (see equation 3.20). Then, solving for e¡" gives equation

3.21. The strain e" is the strain of the segment at the top of the cross-

section of the beam and d1 is the concrete cover plus one half of the

diameter of the rebar at the top,

3.20

^hn--
2

tcerb

n-d,

3.21

The strair Efo must not be greater the ultimate strain e¡o,r. The stress

0¡6 of the compressive reinforcement is the strain e¡o times the Young's

modulus E¡o of the compressive FRP rebars as in equation3.22.

or" = trrE* 3.22



The force Cr of the compressive FRP rebars is the stress o¡" times the

amount of FRP reinforcement A¡" âs in equation 3'23

C, = or"Ar" 3.23

Finally, the moment Mr" provided by the compressive reinforcement is

the force C¡ times the distance of compressive reinforcement to the level

of the tensile force T¡ as in equation 3.24'

Mro = cr(a- a,) 3.24

The calculation of the moment for the curvature Vr of the doubly

reinforced concrete beam is carried out following the same procedure as

that described in section 3.2.1 for the beam with tensile reinforcement

only. The new thing in this case is the incorporation of the compressive

force C¡ (see equation 3.23) into the equilibrium of forces as in equation

3.25.

C"+Cr=T, 3.25

Then, the internal moment M' is the sum of the moment M'o and the

moment M¡" âs in equati on 3 .26.



M.,: Mr," t Mro 3.26

So far, we have a point (Vt, M"r) in the moment-curvature

relationship.

Now let us look at figure 3.2e. This is the strain distribution for the

curvature ryz. Notice in this figure that as the curvature increases from ry1

to Vz, the neutral axis of the beam drops downwards. The neutral axis na2

is lower than the neutral axis na1. In addition, the strain of the top fiber of

concrete becomes larger. Nonetheless, the evaluation of the strain

distribution, the stresses and force distribution follows the same

procedure as for the curvature at Vr. The equilibrium of forces is

expressed equating the sum of the comprossive forces with the tensile one

as in equation 3.27 .

C" + Cr: Tr .3.27

.t
tl

,

Therefore, we have another point (Vz, M,'z) in the curve of the moment-

curvature relationshiP.

The evaluation of the moment-curvature relationship is extended up to

any desired value of curvature \.r, as it will be seen later.

3.3 Computer program

The algorithm of the computer program is visualised throughout the

flowchart in figure 3.3. The algorithm is broken into four main parts

t'

!
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which are: identification of the problem; input variables; core algorithm;

and output results. The identification of the problem, is located in block

number 2 of the flowchart. It tells us, that the computer program is about

to solve for a doubly reinforced concrete beam through the segmental

analysis.

The input variables are in block number 3 of the flowchart and they

are the coefficients of the concrete stress equation (see equation 2.1) not

only for the ascending branch but also for the descending branch. The

variable h and the variable b are the dimensions of the cross-section of the

beam. The variable d is the effective depth of the cross-section, and d¡ is

the concrete covering plus one half of diameter of the rebars at the top.

The variable e"o is the strain at the concrete strength f". X, is the ratio of

concrete strains at the tensile range, and AA is the segmental area in the

cross-section of the beam.

The variables X and Y are from of equation2'1. The areas A¡1 and A¡"

represent the amount of tensile reinforcement and th? amount of

compressive reinforcement respectively. The strengths oftu and of",'

represent the strength of the FRP tensile reinforcement and the strength of

the FRP compressive reinforcement respectively. The material stiffnesses

Ero and E¡, afe the Young's modulus of both the FRP compressive

reinforcement and the FRP tensile reinforcement respectively. The

variable n is the neutral axis depth of the cross-section of the beam.

Finally, the variable y is the curvature caused by the load acting over thef
I

I

concrete beam. In the event that the programmer wish to analyse RC
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beams with steel reinforcing bars, then the variables related to steel bars,

have to be include in the block of variables declaration'

The core algorithm comprises three loops. The inner loop is for the

variation of the counter j, from 0 to h by 1 mm at a time to evaluate the

strains distribution along the cross-section of the beam for a particular

value of curvature V. The value of I mm was chosen for Ah in this

program, however, the programmer is free to adopt any other value' The

other loop is for the variation of the neutral axis depth n from 1 to h,

which uses a trial and error procedure until equilibrium of forces in the

cross-section of the beam is achieved. The variation of n is I mm at a

time, for compatibility with the variation of the counter j. Finally, the

outermost loop is for the variation of curvature ry from I up to the last

one proposed by the programmer herself / himself. In the flowchart, the

variation of ry is shown as from 1 to 100.

Also in the same algorithm, there are three well-defined routines,

which are the routines to evaluate strains, stresses, forces a4d the internal

moment provided by the compressive concrete. The output results are in

block 28, which are the neutral axis depth of the beam, the curvature y

and the internal moment of the beam.

Having now defined the input variables and having given an overview

of the whole algorithm, let us get through the algorithm in full detail. Let

V be the first value of curvature 1 in block 4, and also let the neutral axis

depth n be I in block 5 to start the computer program. Until now, we have

opened two loops, the ry loop and the n loop. Now let us open the third

!



loop in block 6 pertaining to the counter j along the cross-section of the

beam. The strain sc corresponding to the top segment of concrete area is

evaluated in block 7. Here, we start running the routine of the counter j

for the curvature 1 and the neutral axis 1.

The computer program evaluates the strain distribution in block 9 for

the values of j from 0 to h. The ratio of concrete strains is calculated in

block l0 (see equation 3.11). The computer program verifies in block 13

whether of not the ratio X of the concrete strain is running in the range of

X. and L X, is the ratio of the tensile strength of the concrete' If the

conditional statement in the block 13 is true, then the computer program

goes to block 14 and carries out the calculation of the ascending branch of

the stress-strain curve. Otherwise, the computer program goes to block 15

and calculates the descending branch of the stress-strain curve (see

equation 2.1).

The variable Yu is for the ascending branch and the variable Y¿ is for

the descending or falling branch of the stress-strain relationship of the

concrete. In addition, Yu and Y¿ represent the ratio of the concrete

stresses along the stress-strain curve (see equation 3.10)' In block 18, the

computer program solves for 6"j (see equation 3. 10) to evaluate the

concrete stress distribution. In addition, in block 18 the computer program

evaluates the concrete forces distribution Co¡ (see equation 3.12) and the

resultant of concrete force Co (see equation 3.14). The moments

distribution M,,o¡ (see equation 3.18) and internal resultant moment Moo

{



(see equation 3.19) in the compressive concrete are also evaluated in

block I 8.

Now, let us go through the routine of the compressive reinforcement.

From block 7, the computer program takes the strain e" into block I 1 to

calculate the strain E¡" of the compressive reinforcement (see figure 3'2b).

The strain t¡" is compared against the ultimate strain t¡o,, from block 8 to

verify whether e¡" is not greater than e¡o.,. Therefore, if e¡" is greater than

t¡",, then the computer program goes to block 19 and calculate the stress

o¡" of the compressive reinforcement (see figure 3.2c). Otherwise, it goes

to block 20 and makes ofo equal to zero, which in turn means that

compressive reinforcement breaks. The force C¡ and the moment M¡" are

calculated in block 23.

At this stage, we have co, M,,o, c¡ and M¡". Therefore, it is only left to

look into the calculation of the tensile reinforcement. Let us go through

the routine related to the tensile reinforcement. In block 12 is calculated

the strain r¡1 of the tensile reinforcement using the concret'e strain from

block 7. Then, in block 17 is verified whether the strain e¡1 is less than or

equal to the ultimate strain 6¡1,, from block 8. If the statement in block 17

is true, then the computer program goes to block 21 and calculates the

stress o¡1 of the tensile reinforcement. Otherwise, it goes to block 22 and

makes the stress oft equal to zelo, which means that the tensile

reinforcement breaks. The force of the tensile reinforcement is calculated

in block 24.



Figure 3.2d shows the forces profile where the reader can see the

forces Co, C¡ and T¡. The computer program adds up the compressive

forces Co and C¡ yielding the resultant force CF in block 25. The force CF

is checked out in block 26 to determine how close is it to the tensile force

T¡. The extent of similarity between CF and Ts, depends most all on the

criterion of the programmer. Therefore, if the statement in block 26

satisfies the programmer's criterion, then the computer program adds up

together the moments M,,o and M¡o to yield the internal moment BM of the

beam.

Finally, the computer program prints out the nçutral axis 11, the

curvature ry and the internal moment BM. At this stage, the computer

program has run for just one value of curvature V. After printing out the

results in block 28, the computer program goes back to block 4 to pick up

the next value of curvature V. However, if the statement in block 26 is not

true, then the computer program goes to block 5 and tries with another

valuo of neutral axis n until the condition in block 26 is true-, The program

stop runnings after the last value of curvature V entered by the

programmer.

3.4 lllustration

Seven RC beams with simulated mechanical properties are analysed

herein, Table 3.1 summarises the idealised mechanical properties of such

beams. Column 1 of table 3.1 represents the identification of the beams

from I to 7. Column 2 indicates the amount of rebars at the top of the



beams as well as the type and the size of the rebars. FRP for plastic bars

and Y for steel bars indicate the type of the rebars. A number behind the

types of rebars indicates the amount of rebars. The subscript 2O in front

of the types of rebars indicates the size of the rebars (20-mm diameter).

For instance, lFRPzo indicates 1 FRP rebar of 20-mm diameter.

Column 3 of table 3.1 indicates the amount, types of rebars and size of

rebars at the bottom of the cross-section of the beam. Columns 4 and 5

indicate the strength of the rebars at the top and bottom of the cross-

section respectively. The Young's moduli (Y.M.) of the rebars at the top

and bottom of the beams are in columns 6 and 7. Finally, the concrete

strength is in column 8.

The reason for analysing these seven beams is to compare their

mechanical behaviour under a variety of combinations of reinforcement'

The combinations compare not only the amount of reinforcement but also

the type of reinforcing bars. Furthermore, the size of rebars for all the

beams is 20-mm diameter. The cross-sections of the O.u-Ì, described in

table 3.1 are all in figure 3.4. The reader can see in figure 3.4, that the

size of the reinforcing bars for both FRP and steel are all 20-mm

diameter. In addition, the concrete covering for protecting the rebars is 20

mm thick.

By running the computer program described in the flowchart of figure

3.3, for the beams described in table 3.1 and in figure 3.4, we obtain the

moment-curvature relationships in figures 3.5 to 3.11. In the figures from



3.12 fo 3.15, we have sets of curves for comparing the flexural behavior

between the beams with different amounts and types of reinforcement.

Let us analyse the moment-curvature relationship of beam I in figure

3. 5. Beam L, according to table 3. I and figure 3 .4, has three FRP

reinforcing bars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength in the tensile

zoîe. No compressive reinforcement is in beam 1. However, as beam 1 is

an over reinforced one, its failure occurs when the compressive concrete

crushes. That is the reason why the curve declines after the beam reaches

its flexural strength at the curvature \y of 45 x 10-6 mm-r. In addition, the

concrete strain e" at the flexural strength BM of the beam is 0.00423'

Let us analyse the moment-curvature relationship of beam 2 in figure

3.6. According to table 3.1 and figure 3.4, beam 2 has one FRP rebar of

20-mm diameter and, 437 MrPa strength at the top, and three FRP rebars of

20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength at the bottom. The fracture of the

FRp rebars at the top causes the failure of the beam. In addition, the

reader can see that the falling branch of beam 2 is less lteep than the

falling branch of beam 1. This means that the compressive FRP rebar

takes over from the crushed concrete pushing up the falling branch of the

moment-curvature relationshiP.

The moment-curvature relationship of beam 3 is in figure 3 '7 '

According to table 3.1 and figure 3.4 it has 2 FRP rebars of 20-mm

diameter and. 437 MPa strength at the top, and 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm

diameter and 624 MPa strength at the bottom. The fracture of the

reinforcing FRP rebars at the top causes the failure of the beam. In



addition, the falling branch of the moment-curvature relationship

describes an interesting plateau after crushing the compressive concrete

delaying the failure of the beam. The failure of beam 3 occurs at a larger

curvature than that of beam 2. Furthermore, the strength and ductility of

the beam increases with the addition of one more FRP rebar at the top.

The moment-curvature of the beam 4 is in figure 3.8 This beam has

one steel rebar of 20-mm diameter and 410 MPa of yield strength at the

top, and three FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength at the

bottom. Beam 4 fails soon after the concrete crushes in a similar fashion

to beam 1. Only the difference with regard to beam 1 is that the onset of

the concrete crushing is delayed to a larger curvature V.

The moment-curvature of beam 5 is in figure 3.9. Beam 5 has one FRP

rebar of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength at the top, and 5 FRp

rebars of 20-mm and 624 MPa strength at the bottom. The fracture of the

rebar at the top causes the failure of the beam. The moment-curvature

relationship of beam 5 looks quite similar to the moment-curvature

relationship of beam 2 with regard to their falling branch.

The moment-curvature of the beam 6 is in figure 3.10. Beam 6 has 2

steel bars of 20-mm diameter and 410 MPa yield strength at the bottom.

No reinforcement is available at the top of the beam. The plateau of this

beam is very noticeable. The length of the plateau of the curve is due to

the steel rebars yielding.

The moment-curvature of the beam 7 is in figure 3.11. Beam 7 has 3

steel rebars of 20-mm diameter and 410 MPa yield strength at the bottom,
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and not rebars at the top. As this beam has more steel at the tensile zone

than beam 6, it becomes less ductile as well. The reader can see the

declination of the falling branch of the moment-curvature curve as soon as

the compressive concrete crushes. The plateau is much shorter than the

plateau of the moment-curvature curve of beam 6.

After analysing the moment-curvature of the beams on an individual

basis, let us have a look on the moment-curvature relationship of the

beams not individually but by sets of beams. For instance, the set of

curves in figure 3.12 shows the moment-curvature for the beams 1,2 and

3. The aim of analysing this set of curves is to observe the influence of

the compressive reinforcement to the flexural strength and ductility of the

beams. The three beams have 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624

MPa strength at the bottom.

The difference between the beams in figure 3.12 is the amount of

compressive reinforcement at the top. Beam I has not reinforcement at the

top, meanwhile beam 2 has one FRP rebar of 20-mm diameter and 437
,i'

MPa strength at the top. Beam 3 has 2 FRP rebars of 437 l;|u{Pa at the top.

Notice that beam I fails as soon as the compressive concrete crushes

showing a steep falling branch. However, the falling branch of the curve

of beam 2 is further up showing an early warning of failure of the beam.

The best shape of the moment-curvature relationship is that of beam 3,

which describes an extended plateau from the onset of the concrete

crushing until the fracture of the compressive rebars.
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Figure 3.13 shows the moment-curvature relationship of beams 1,2 and

4. The common parameter of these three beams is the reinforcement at the

bottom, three FRP of 624 MPa strength. The difference between them is

the reinforcement at the top. Beam I has no reinforcement at the top.

Beam 2 has I FRP rebar of 437 MPa strength at the top, and beam 4 has 1

steel rebar or 410 MPa yield strength at the top. Beam I does not show

ductility at all. Beam 2 shows ductility. Beam 4 is stronger than beam I

and beam 2 but it is as brittle as beam 1 What happens is that once the

steel rebar at the top of beam 4 yields its force remain constant (see

figure 2.9) increasing therefore only the strength of the beam. This means

that steel rebars at the top of the concrete beams do not help to provide

ductility in the beams.

The contrary happen with FRP rebars. When the concrete crushes, the

increase in the force of the FRP rebars compensates for the reduced

strength of the concrete. This causes the declining branch of the curve to

turn up. In other words, the negative slope of the declinìng curve, is

compensated with the positive slope of the FRP force (see figure 2.9) due

to the FRP rebars no yielding. In summary, wo can say that the steel

rebars as a compressive reinforcement give more strength to the beams but

do not increase the ductility.

Figure 3.14 shows the moment-curvature relationship of beams 2 and 5.

The common parameter in these two beams is the amount of reinforcement

at the top, one FRP rebar. The difference between them is that the FRP

rebar at the top of beam 2 is 437 MPa strength, and the FRP rebar at the



top of beam 5 is 624 MPa strength. Furthermore, beam 2 has three FRP

rebars of 624 MPa strength at the bottom and beam 5 has five FRP of 624

MPa strength at the bottom. Beam 5 is a little bit stronger than beam 2,

however, it is less ductile than beam 2. Practically, the increment in the

tensile reinforcement in beam 5 only contributes to the flexural stiffness

of the beam. Beam 5 is stiffer than beam 2.

Figure 3.15 shows the moment-curvature relationship of beams l, 6 and

7. The common parameter of these three beams is that none of them has

reinforcement at the top. The difference between them is that beam I has

three FRP rebars of 624 MPa strength at the bottom. Beam 6 has two steel

rebars of 410 MPa yield strength at the bottom, and beam 7 has three steel

rebars of 410 MPa yield strength at the bottom. Beam I has no ductility at

all. Beam 6 is less strong however it is ductile. Beam 7 is the stronger one

however it is less ductile than beam 6.

Using the computer program described above, we can investigate not

only the flexural strength and ductility of the beams but also other aspects

of the beams such as the variation of the neutral axis depth. Figure 3.16

shows the variation of the neutral axis depth n in terms of the curvature ry

of beams I and 6. Neither beam I nor beam 6 has compressive

reinforcement. Beam t has three FRP rebars of 624 llilPa strength at the

bottom and beam 6 has two steel rebars of 410 MPa yield strength at the

bottom. It can be seen in figure 3.16 that the neutral axis depth of beam 1

starts in a higher position and, as the load over the beam is incremented,

the neutral axis depth drops down considerably. In contrast, the neutral



axis depth of beam 6, which has two steel rebars, starts at a lower level.

However as the load upon the beam is incremented, the neutral axis depth
Tug lk cf, o^n<te-*e ¿¡r',:s\es. ¿r^â tL.€-^ -,,l A.,o.S ðo-¡^

goes up and keeps rising until .'^\l +V.q c,ott-plc a.g.
+\"e- bt,luo.,
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Íable 31, - General proVerLieø of oimulaleà KC beamø

B7

B6

B5

B4

B3

B2

B1

Beam
number

(1)

lFRPzo

lYzo

2FRPzo

lFRPzo

Top rebars

(2)

SYzo

2Yzo

5FRPzo

3FRPzo

3FRPzo

3FRPzo

3FRPzo

Bottom
rebals

(3)

624

410

437

437

Strength top
rebars
lMPal

(4\

410

410

624

624

624

624

624

Strength bottom
rebars

[MPa]
(5)

s1482

200000

37191

37191

Top rebars
Y. M.
IMPa]

(6)

200000

200000

51482

51482

s1482

s1482

51482

Bottom
rebars Y. M.

lMPal
(7\

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

Concrete
strength

lMPal
(8)
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4.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to present a mathematical model that uses the rectangular

block of stresses, which allows the design, by hand, of over reinforced concrete beams

with FRP reinforcing bars.

In doing so, a mathematical model is first developed for singly reinforced concrete

beams, in order to study the trend of the falling branch of the moment-curyature

relationship. Later, doubly reinforced concrete beams are analysed. Finally, there is a
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comparison of the results from the two beams to evaluate the benefits of the compressive

reinforcement in providing ductility to the concrete beams.

4.2 RC beam with tensile reinforcement of FRP reinforcing bars only

4.2.I Overview

The rectangular block of stresses analysis is carried out considering a uniformly

distributed concrete stress, equivalent to 85Vo ofthe concrete strength f, that acts over a

rectangular area of the beam's cross-section, called 'the compression zone' . The hatched

area in f,rgure 4.1a represents the compression zone for the curyature ry1; b is the width of

the beam's cross-section; h is the depth of the concrete beam; d is the effective depth of

the beam's cross-section; A¡ is the amount of tensile reinforcement of FRP reinforcing

bars; and the neutral axis depth of the beam is n1 in figure 4.lb.

The present analysis is developed for curvatures, which generate concrete strains

greater than or equal to the ultimate strain capacity eo,, of the concrete. In figure 4.lb can

be seen the strain distribution, where the top fiber of concrete has already reached its

ultimate strain capacity r".,. At the bottom of the strain distribution is the 
, 

strain e¡1 of the

tensile reinforcement of FRP reinforcing bars. Figure 4.lc shows the stress profile where:

0.S5[ is the concrete stress; and the height of the block of stresses is n1y, in which y is a

reduction factor of the neutral axis depth to define the height of the rectangular block of

stresses (Australian Standards) [40]; and o¡1 is the stress of the tensile reinforcement.

Figure 4.ld represents the forces, where Co1 is the concrete's force and T¡ is the force of

the tensile reinforcement. The position of the compressive force is defined by its

corresponding lever ãÍTÍt 21.
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Increasing the curvature from ry1 in figure 4.lb to Vz in figure 4.1e modifies the

profiles of strain, stress and forces because the beam's neutral axis drops down to the

depth n2.

4.2.2 Mathematical model for an RC beam with FRP reinforcing bars at the

bottom only.

A beam's cross-section with 3 FRP reinforcing bars of 20-mm diameter in the

tension zone, is shown in figure 4.1a. The aim is to evaluate the falling branch of the

moment-curyature relationship. Therefore, our attention is focused primarily, on the

calculation of both the internal moment lvI"1 and the corresponding curyature ry1, Soon

after the top fiber of concrete crushes. In doing so, let Vl be the curvature generated by a

load applied to the beam. Furthermore, the applied load is of such an intensity that it

brings the top fiber of concrete into the crushing st¿te with an ultimate strain r",,. The

dimensions of the cross-section of the beam and the amount of reinforcement A¡ are all

already known. In addition, let it be assumed that we know the strength oru of the FRP

reinforcing bars, the Young's modulus Et of the FRP reinforcing bars, the amount of

tensile reinforcement A¡, and the concrete strength f".

4.2.2.1 Initial concrete crushing

The intemal moment M"r is the concrete force Co1 times the lever ãÍtrr 21, as shown

in figure 4.Id.

Mn, = C",2,
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The lever arm in equation 4.I is the distance between the centroid of the tensile

reinforcement and the centroid of the rectangular block of stresses (see figure a.1d). This

distance can be expressed as follow:

zt= d- nrY

2

where d is the effective depth of the beam's cross-sectiorì, n1 is the beam's neutral axis

depth; and y is a reduction factor of the neutral axis depth. The reduction factor y is

calculated using equation 4.3 as follows:

T=0.85-0.007(q-28) 4.3

where f" is the concrete strength in MPa.

Equation 4.1 can be modified by replacing the lever arm zt by its equivalent in

equation 4.2. Therefore, equation 4.1 is transformed into equation 4.4.

Mo, = 
"",(o T) 4.4

Before calculating the internal moment IVf,,1, wo must be sure that the beam is in

stable equilibrium. A single reinforced concrete beam is in stable equilibrium if and only

if the magnitude of the compressive force Cor h figure 4.ld set equal to the tensile force

T¡. This condition is expressed as follow:
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C"r=lr 4.s

The compressive force C"1 canbe expressed interms of the concrete strength f,, the

width b of the beam's cross-section, the neutral axis depth n1 and the reduction factor y of

the neutral axis depth, as shown in equation 4.6. Meanwhile, the tensile force T¡ is

shown in equation 4.7, in terms of the tensile stress o¡1 ard the amount of tensile

reinforcement A¡.

C"r = 0.85lbnrT 4.6

T,, = ot,An

In equation 4.6, the neutral axis n1 is unknown. Furthermore, in equation 4.7, the

stress o¡1 of the tensile reinforcement is also unknown. These two unknowns are related

in the strain profile in figure 4.lb, as we will see next.

Let us combine equations 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 in such a way that the oquivalent of the

compressive force C"1 is equal to the equivalent of the tensile force T¡, as follows:

0.85f"bn,y: o'An

Notice that in the left-hand side is the unknown rr1, ând in the right-hand side is the

4.8

unknown o¡1. Solving for n1 in equation 4.8 gives equation 4.9 below,
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[t:
onrAn

0.8sf,by
.4.9

Let us have a look for another compatible expression involving n1, which will allow

us to combine it with equation 4.9 in such a way as to obtain an expression with only one

unknown.

Let us make the usual assumption that plane section remains plane for any curvature.

With this assumption, all the strains in figure 4.Ib are proportional to their distances from

the neutral axis of the beam. Thus for geometric compatibility, we can write down

equation 4.10, which reflects the proportionality of the strains.

.4. t0

Then, solving for n1, gives equation 4.11

tou

nl

€tt
d-n, =Vr

û1 =
t"ud

9ft1 + tcu
4. lt

Equation 4.1 1 is congruent with equation 4.9; therefore, both can be compared as in

equaiion4.l2

onuAn toud

0.85f,by rftr + Ecu
4. t2
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It is observed that in equation 4.12 there is now only one unknown, which can be

either the stress o¡1 or the strain e¡1 of the tensile reinforcement which are related by:

oftl = t'E*

Inserting o¡1 from equation 4.13 into equation 4.12 and solving for t¡1, gives the

second order equation 4.14 interms of the e¡1

.4.13

4. t4

4. 15

(ro,)'+rcurftr-S#d=o
úft¿ \ft

oftu
gn" = 

Eo

It can be observed that apart from the strain fu1 of the tensile reinforcement, everything

else is already known. However, it is still necessary to verifu that the strain e¡1 is not

gteater than the ultimate strain s¡' of the FRP reinforcement. This can be done using the

following equation:

where o¡' is the tensile strength of the FRP reinforcing bars; and E¡ is the Young's

modulus of the FRP reinforcing bars. If the strain e¡1 is less than or equal to e5, then the

calculation can be continued otherwise, the amount of reinforcement A¡ must be

increased or the size of the beam's cross-section be reduced in order to prevent a brittle

catastrophic failure due to fracture of the tensile reinforcing bars.
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The neutral axis depth il1 cân now be calculated using either equation 4.9 or equation

4.11, soon after calculating s¡1 in equation 4.14. Let us calculate the concrete force C"1

by just inserting the neutral axis depth n1, into equation 4.6. We can now calculate the

intemal moment of the beam, using equation 4.4, where all the parameters involved in

that equation, are now known. The corresponding curvature Vl at the concrete crushing

can be calculated using equation 4.16 below

Vr=
tou

nl
.4.16

So far, we have the first co-ordinates (V,, M,,) in the falling branch of the moment-

curvattre relationship. This point of the moment-curvature relationship coffesponds to

that point where the top fiber of concrete reaches its ultimate strain e",,; which in turn

means the start of the falling branch of the moment-curvature relationship.

4.2.2.2 Falling branch
,i:

Next, let us calculate a second point in the falling branch of the moment-curvature

relationship. We can start by assuming that the displacement applied to the beam has

been increased, inflicting a larger deflection to the beam and, therefore, increasing the

curvature ry of the beam. Let us assume a curvature V2 greater than y1, and calculate the

corresponding intemal moment Mn2 for this specific curvature ry2.

The second point (Vr, Mr) of the moment-curvature relationship is calculated

using figures 4.1e,4.1f and 4.1g. Looking at flrgure 4.19, the internal moment M¿ is the

compressive concrete force Co2 times the lever &Írr^ 22, as given in equation 4.17.
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Mn = Corz,

The lever dflrr 22 is found through equation 4.18, whero n2 is the distance between the

already crushed top fiber of concrete and the neutral axis; and n3 is the new neutral axis

depth with respect to the fiber of concrete at the ultimate strain e"u.

4.17

4. 18zz=d-n2+n3-
n¡Y

2

Let us take a look as to how to calculate the length of the lever arm z2 in frgxe 4.1g.

As has been mpntioned above, the curvature Vz in flrgure 4.1e is greater that the initial

curyature ry1 in figure 4.1b. As a consequence, the neutral axis of the beam, drops down

which can be seen in figure 4.1e. The strain e" at the top fiber of the beam has gone

beyond the ultimate crushing strain r",, and also the neutral axis depth n2, with respect to

the already crushed top fiber of concrete, becomes deeper than n1 in figure 4.1b.

Furthermore, the level of the ultimate strain e",, is further down with respect to the initial
,i'

level, in figure 4.lb, and the neutral axis depth with respect to to,, becomes n3.

Now, to get the lever ãÍtrt 22 in figure 4.1g from the level of the FRP tensile

reinforcement, we do the following: from the effective depth d of the beam's cross-

section, we subtract n2 to determine the distance from the FRP tensile reinforcement to

the new neutral axis of the beam; from here, we add the new neutral axis depth n3

measured from the level of the neutral axis to reach the distance to the level of the

ultimate strain eo,,. Reaching the ultimate strain Eo,, in figure 4.1e is equivalent to

reaching the top side of the rectangular block of stresses in figure 4.1f. Being on the
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topside of the block of stresses, we can get the centroid of the block, by just stepping

down one half of the height n3y of the rectangular block of stresses. The distance between

the centroid of the rectangular block of stresses and the level of the tensile force T12 is the

length of the lever arm 22. Equation 4. 18 shows by itself the mathem atical process to get

the length of the lever arm z2; nevertheless, the neutral axis depth n3 as well ÍrS n2 rohâin

unknown. These unknown variables are calculated later.

For geometric compatibility, we can see in the figure 4.le the following relationship:

\y5=9*
î2 n3

From this relationship, let us take out the.relation that involve the ultimate strain r",,, the

guessed curvature r{2 atrd, therefore, the unknown n3, to pose equation 4.20 below

E*z

d-t, 2 4.19

4.20t, =ï

which can be written as

n3
t",

Vz
4.20

The new neutral axis depth fl3 câo also be used to calculate the concrete compressive

force Co2 in equation 4.22below.



Co2 = O.85f,bnry 421

The concrete beam is in stable equilibrium if and only if the compressive force C"2 is

equal to the tensile one T12, as established in equation4.22.

C"z =Ttz

This means thatTptakes the value of C"2 as shown in equation 4.23

Tr, = 0.854bTn¡ 423

Hence, the stress o¡2 can be calculated from the equatioî4.24, because the amount of

tensile reinforcement A¡ is already known.

oft2 =
T,,

Aft
4.24

The strain e¡2 is calculated from equation 4.25 as follow

onz

Eft

4.22

c-çft2 - 4.2s

At this stage, it is only left to calculate the distance n2 between the level of eo and the

neutral axis (see figure 4.le) to include it in equation 4.18 for the calculation of the lever
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ãÍrrrz2. Extracting equation 4.27 from equations 4.19 and then solving for n2 in equation

4.28 gives.

t"u E¡z

n3 d-n,

t"ud - nrto,
12=

4.26

.4.27
o cu

Finally, the internal moment is the concrete force Co2 times the lever ãrÍt 22, ita

equation 4.28. The expression in brackets is the lever arm of the concrete force Co2 (see

equation 4.18) about the level of the tensile force T¡2.

CMoz .4.28

As the curvature p2 waS assumed before hand, we have the co-ordin t"s (Vr, M",)

for the second point in the falling branch of the moment-curvature relationship.

Therefore, for any other point (,U,, Mr) of the falling branch of the moment-curvature

relationship, it is only a matter of assuming a new curvature ry¡ and following the same

procedure

"r(o-n2+n3 -, )
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Illustratíon

Calculation of the falling branch of the moment-curyature relationship of the RC

beam shown in figure 4.1. The properties of the concrete beam are as follow:

Beam propertíes

b :200mm

d :300mm

q :30MPa

Ar : 942 mm2

oR. : 624lvPa

Eft :5l482lv[Pa

a) Inítíal concrete crushíng.

Let us start by calculating the first point (V,, tU,,) of the moment-curvature

relationship of the falling branch. In doing so, let us assume that crushing of the top fiber

of concrete occurs at the strain ao,, of 0.004

Looking at all the of above equations, we can see the feasibility of using equation

4.14 to evaluate the strain e¡1 of the FRP tensile reinforcemont, which occurs at the same

time as when the top fiber of concrete crushes. One can easily realise that the parameters

involved in equation 4.14 are all already known, except the strain t¡1 Írnd the reduction

factor y of the neutral axis depth. Therefore in this equation, we can substitute all those

known parameters plus the factor y, and solve for e¡1. The factor 1 is calculated using

equation 4.3.
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To start with the calculation, let us go through equation 4.14, to firstly obøin the

strain e¡1 of the tensile reinforcement.

Equation 4.14:

/ \2 0.85f"Þt *4 = O(tot) +6.ut^r --EuAo

^ 0.85 x 30 x 106 x 0.2 x 0.836 x 0.004 x 0.27c'?o,+0.004ro,- =0

We need to know the factor y to include it into equation 4.14, which can be

calculated using equation 4.3

Equation 4.3:

T = 0.85 - o.oo7(q -28)

y = 0.85- o.oo7(30 -2s):0.836

Once all the parameters are known, they are included into equation 4.14 to obtain the

strain e¡1

Hence s¡1 :0.00795

Now let us calculate the stress o¡1 of the FRP reinforcement using the equation 4.13

Equation 4.13:
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oftl = tnrEr,

o¡1 : 0.00794 x 51482 : 409 MPa

This result is satisfactory because the stress o¡1 of the tensile FRP rebars is less than the

strength o¡,,, that is the bar has not fractured.

The tensile force T¡ is calculated using equation 4.7 as follow:

Equation 4.7:

ll = oruAn

Trl : 408.77 x 106 x942 x 106 : 385 kN

At this point, the strain e¡1 is known; therefore, the neutral axis depth n1 cân bo

evaluated using equation 4.11

Equation 4.11

[r= toud

gftl + tco

0.004 x270
n'= 

0rc,0r794+004 
: 9o'45 mm

The internal moment M,r is evaluated using equation 4.4
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Equation 4.4:

Mn = C"t

ss(o zz -
0.09045 x 0.83

JMnt :89.39 kNm
2

Finally, the curvature p1 is calculated using equation 4.16, as follow:

Equation 4.16

Vl=
Êou

nt

0.004
v,=ffi:44.22x106mm-r

So far, we have derived the first point (ry,, M,,) of the falling branch of the

moment-curvature relationship.

(V,, M",) : (44.22x l0ó, 89.39)

b) Falling brønch

For the calculation of a second point of the moment-curyature relationship, instead of

knowing the strain e" of the top fiber of concrete, we guess any curvaturo p2 greater than
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Vr. As ry2 is greater than ry1, then most of the top concrete is already crushed. Hence, the

neutral axis drops further down than the previous one and consequently, the strain drops

down with respect to the r",, in figure 4.1b. All of these comments can be verif,red in

figure 4.1e. In such a figure, it can be seen clearly that the neutral axis for the curvature

ry2 is in a lower position than the neutral axis for the curvature Vr. Also that the strain eo

of the top fiber of concrete is larger than the ultimate strain eo,,. The configuration

represented by figure 4. le happens because the beam is an over reinforced one and hence,

the tensile reinforcement of FRP does not fracture. To start with the calculation of the

second point of the falling branch of the moment-curvature relationship, let the curvature

Vz be 80 x 106 ffifl-l, hence we can derive the neutral axis depth n3 in figure 4.le, using

equation 4.20.

Equation4.20

tr.=fu-Vz

0.004
n'= 

,o " lo,-o 
:50 mm

Now, let us insert n3 into equation 4.21 of the concrete force, where y is 0.836

Equation 4.21:

Coz = 0.85{bn.Y



,l
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C"2 :0.85 x 30 x 106 x200 x 50 x0.s36 x 106 :213.18 kN

For equilibrium conditions, the compressive force Co2 is set equal to the tensile force

Tp; thus,

Equation4.22:

C"z =Ttz

therefore,

Tp:213.181ò{

rWith this magnitude of the tensile force, we can calculate the stress oft2 of the tensile

reinforcement, using equation 4.24

Equation4.24

I

ü
1T

\

Ip
Aft

cftz=

213.18 x 103
oft2 = 1A;TO-; 

:226.31vPa

I
I

r

The strain e¡2 is calculated using equation4.25
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F;quation4.25

1u,
Eft

bft2 -

226.3x106
snz = 514y2, 1gd 

: 0'004395

I

The distance n2 from the top of the beam to the neutral axis is calculated using

equation4.27

F;quation4.27

0.004 x 270- 50 x 0.004395tr=F:2l5mm

,i
Notice thatn2is the dist¿nce between the top of the cross-section anâ the neutral axis

ofthe beam (see figure4. le).

Knowing n2 and il3, ând inserting them into the equation 4.18, gives the lever ãÍtÍL 22,

which can be inserted into equation4.tT to calculate the bending moment as follow:

Equation 4.18:

n:ï

ri

r1

;i

1

il
I

I

ì

zz=d-n2+n3-
2
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SubstitutinIz2itrthe equation4.l7, gives the internal moment M,,2.

Equation 4.17:

Mn = Corz,

M¿: 2l3.ls x 84.1 x 10-3: 17.92 kNm

Alternatively, n, and n3 can be used in equation 4.28 to get the internal moment of

the beam.

Equation 4.28

zz = 270 - 2Is+ 50 - 
qilt : 84.1 mm

Mn, = 
""r(o 

- fz r, - *, )

Mo2 = ztt.r¿(o.zt - 0.215+ o.o5 -
0.05 x 0.8

2
:17.93 kì{m

As the curvature ry2 was assumed before hand, we already have a second point in the

moment-curvature relationship as given below

(vr, M') : (gox 1o{, 17.%)
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Results

Following the same procedure, two additional points have been calculated to define

the trend of the curve, and they are included in table 4.1.

Table 4. l.- Results for a singly reinþrced
concrete beam.

Figure 4.5 shows the falling branch of the moment-curvature relatignship using the

results in table 4.1.

4.2,2.3 Alternative approach for the calculation of the falling branch of a singly

reinforced concrete beam.

In addition to the above described procedure, can be derived a general equation of

the moment-curvature relationship, assuming a variation of the equivalent effective depth

d of the cross-section of the beam in terms of the variation of the curvature ry. Hence, as

17.980 x 10ó

2s.370 x 106

38.860 x 106

89.344.22 x 106

Internal moment lvf,,

lkNml

Curvature ry

[---t]
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the curvature r.y increases, the equivalent effective depth d decreases and, consequently,

the block of stresses moves downwards (see figure 4.2i).In addition, the character 'a' in

the equation numbers below stands for'alternative approach'.

From flrgure 4.2 i, we get the compatibility equation 1a.

t"u
Vz=

From equation laand solving for n3 gives equation2a.

nr=fu=constant
Vz

tnz
d-n,n3

la

2a

4a

The force of the compressive concrete is calculated using equation 3a and the force

of the tensile reinforcement is calculated using equation 4a.

C"z = 0.85qb Y l¡ = 0.85t, b
tou

Vz

Tr, = AoEueu,

From the compatibility equation la and solving for e¡2 gives equation 5a.
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.5a

As the beam is in equilibrium for every value of curvaturo V, then it is valid to write

down equation 6a.

Ïi =AoEr vr(dr-r,)= o.85qbt[t)

I

I
I

I

Rearranging equation 6aand solving for d2 gives equationTa.

dz=
Ê.o

Vz
+ I

0.8sf,b y

AoEuV,
7a

8a

The lever arm of the force Coz can be written as follow:

2rt,
Tît

2
zz= dz- d2 - Ytou

The internal moment of the beam is expressed in equation 9a.

Mn, = CozZz 9a

Substituting Co2 from equation 3a and z2from equation 8a gives equation 10a.
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Mn,=o85qbr[i1., ft) ..10a

lla

Substituting d2 from equation 7a in equation 10a gives equation 1la.

bMnz=0 85q
't

c9cu

r4l z

T t"u

2yt,

Finally rearranging equation lla gives the general equation l2a of the internal

moment of the beam for a particular curvatwe ry greater than the curvature r{1 ât which

the top fiber of concrete crushes.

Mn, = o s5qbr[t)'(r## -î..') I2a

for y, > ry,

Example

Evaluation of the falling branch of the moment-curvature relationship of the beam in

figure 4.1 using equations of the alternative approach derived fromfrgwe 4.2.

Evaluation at the curvature ty of 60 x 10-6.

Equation l2a:
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Mn, = o s5qb'h)'[i*# -î.,)

Mn = 0.85x 3ox 2oo, o.tro[-o'!9¿ )\60 x l0-' .)

0.85 x 30x 200 x 0.836 _ 0.836, 
r

942x5I482x60 x l0-o 2

2

x 10-6

M":38.79 kNm

which is the same value of internal moment lvI" in table 4.1 calculated using the step by

step procedure above. The same procedure is used for the calculation of the remaining

values of internal moment in table 4.l.

4.3 RC beams with FRP reinforcing bars at the top and at the bottom.

4.3.1 Overview

Let us look at figure 4.3 to find out what is going on when the concrete beam is

carrying FRP reinforcing bars that are in the compressive zone. The analysis is based on

figure 4.3a which represents the cross-section of the beam where: b and h are the cross-

section's dimensions; d is the effective depth of the cross-section; di is the distance

between the top of the beam's cross-section and the centroid of the compressive bars; A¡"

is the amount of compressive reinforcement; and A¡ is the amount of tensile

reinforcement.

With the application of load upon the beam, is generated the curyature ry1 which

brings about the strains distribution shown in figure 4.3b; where ro,, is the concrete

ultimate strain capacity; r¡"1 is the strain in the compressive reinforcement; e¡1 is the

strain in the tensile reinforcement; and n1 the neutral axis. Figure 4.3c shows the stress
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distribution where: 0.85q is the concrete stress; o¡o1 is the stress in the compressive

reinforcement; and o¡1 is the stress in the tensile reinforcement. Notice in flrgure 4.3c that

the stress o¡"1 of the compressive reinforcement is acting in conjunction with the concrete

stress 0.85f. The forces are shown in figure 4.3d where: C¡ is the force of the

compressive reinforcement; Co1 is the concrete's force; T¡ is the force of the tensile

reinforcement; and z.-andz¡ãra the lever arms of the compressive forces about the level

of the tensile force T¡.

As the displacement upon the concrete beam is increased, the curvature also

increases from ry1 to V2 bringing about the internal response of the beam shown in figures

4.3e, 4.31 and 4.39. In figure 4.3e: eo is the strain of the top fiber of concrete; s¡02 is the

strain of the compressive reinforcement; eo,, is the concrete ultimate strain; e¡2 is the

strain of the tensile reinforcement; n2 is a notional neutral axis depth; and n3 is the actual

neutral axis depth. Figure 4.3f describes the stress distribution where: o¡"2 is the stress in

the compressive reinforcement; 0.85i is the concrete stress; n3] is the height of the block

of stress; and o¡2 is the stress in the tensile reinforcement. Notice that the block of

concrete stress is further down in figure 43f than in figure 4.3c. Figurq,4.3g represents

the forces and their respective positions where zo and 4 are the lever arms of the

compressive forces with respect to the level of the tensile force T12.

4.3.2 Mathematical model for a doubly reinforced concrete beam with FRP

reinforcing bars.

The mathematical model is based on figure 4.4 which shows the beam's cross-

section, the strain distribution, the stress distribution and the force distribution. In flrgure
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4.4acan be seen a doubly hatched areaat the top, which represents the already failed

concrete, whereas, the singly hatched area represents the concrete compression zone.

Figure 4.4b shows the strains distribution. In the strain distribution, can be seen from top

to bottom: the strain e" of the top fiber of concrete which has already failed; the strain e¡o

of the compressive reinforcement; the concrete ultimate strain e",,; the curvature ry, and

the strain e¡ of the tensile reinforcement. Also, there are two neutral axis depths: a

notional neutral axis depth n1; and an actual neutral axis depth n2.

To get through the mathematical model, the following properties will be assumed to

be known: the Young's modulus E¡ of the FRP tensile reinforcement, the Young's

modulus E6 of the FRP compressive reinforcement; the strength o¡,, of the FRP tensile

reinforcement, the strength o¡q, of the FRP compressive reinforcement; the concrete

strength f"; the dimensions d and b of the beam's cross-section; the distance d1 between

the top fiber of concrete and the centroid of the compressive reinforcement; and the

curvature y. It will be assumed that the unknown parameter is n1, the distance between

the top fiber of concrete and the neutral axis of beam's cross-section.

From figure 4.4b and for geometric compatibility, we can gef the following

mathematical expression:

t"- tf" 
-t"u- 

tt
nr n, -dl n2 d-n, =v 4.29

Also from the figure 4.5d, the following equation of equilibrium of forces is true
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Cr+C.=T,

where C¡ is the force of the compressive reinforcement, Co is the concrete force; and T¡ is

the force of the tensile reinforcement. The force C¡ of the compressive reinforcement is

expressed in equation 4.31 where o¡o is the stress in the compressive reinforcement and

A6 is the amount of compressive reinforcement.

C, : oroAro

4.30

431

.4.32

..4.33

4.34

The concrete force is expressed in the equation4.32

C" = 0.85lbÏnz

From eqrntion4.29

n2
t"u

v

and substituting into equation 4.32 g¡ves

b'(

\

?)C" = 0.854

The force in the tensile reinforcement is given in equation 4.35, where o¡ is the stress in

the tensile reinforcement.
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T, : ooAo

Now as our key unknown is n1, let us start searching for it. From equation 4.29, we

can wite

V=
6ft

trr-d, 4.36

and then solve for e¡"

er"=ry(n,-d,) 4.37

The stress in the compressive reinforcement is calculated using equation 4.38

or" = tr"Er"

.4.35

4.38

4.39

which can be inserted into the equation 4.31 to obtain the force in the FRP compressive

reinforçement in equation 4.39.

Cr = V(n, -d,Þ*4.

Now we need to look for another expression which relates n1 with other known

parameters. Therefore, from expression 4.29, we extract the relationship 4.41, and then

solve for e¡ in equation4.42
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V=
tft

d-t, 4.4r

eo=ry(d-nr) 442

As

oo : tuEo

Combining equations 4.35, 4.42 and 4.43, gives equation 4.44 for the force T¡ of the

tensile reinforcement.

r, =v(d-n,ÞuAo 4.44

Substituting equations 4.34,4.39 and 4.44 into 4.30, gives the following equation of

equilibrium

4.43

V(nr -dl)EftArb+0.85f;
s""l
i) = v(d-n,ÞoAob'(

which being rearranged and solving for n1 to gives

GEuAu + d,Er.Ar" )- o.s5{,
t"u

v,'nl
+ EoAo

.4.46
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Equation 4.46 can be broken into K1 in equation 4.47,K2 in equation 4.48 and K3 in

equation 4.49 for easy manipulation so that equation 4.46becomes equation 4.50.

Kr=dEnAu+d,Er"A. 4.47

Kz = 0.854b 1e"u .4.48

K. = EoAo +ErbAr" 4.49

n1 4.s0

The internal moment M,," provided by the compressive concrete is calculated using

equation 4.51

Mrr": Co 4 4.st

where Co is the concrete force and z. is the lever arm of thc force Co about the level of the

tensile force T¡. In addition, the lever alm zr can be expressed as in equation 4.52

K2

yr'
K1

1

K3

z"=d-nl +n2 ('-Ð 4.s2

Inserting C" from equation 4.34 andz.-from equation 4.52 gives
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4.53

Then substituting K3 from equation 4.49 andnl from equation 4.50 in equation 4.53 gives

equation 4.54

r*=Y + 1 4.s4

The internal moment M¡" provided by the compressive reinforcement is the force C¡

in equation 4.39 times the lever &frttzçin figure 4.5d where

4: d- dt 4.55

Hence, the moment M¡" is

Et(

.|,l.

M," = .u[¿[", -,- 

?) - a,)r,"a,"(¿ - ¿,)

[.
+ \2

v' Ð)

Mro = V(r, - a,þr"R*(a - O,)

Substituting n1 from equation 4.50 in equation 4.56 gives equation 4.57

\: 4.56

.4.57
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The intemal moment Mo of the beam is the summation of the moment M'o and the

moment M¡".

Mn =Mn"+Mr" 4.58

Substituting M," from equation 4.54 and M¡" from equation 4.57 in equation 4.58 gives

equation 4.59

Mn =?[.-¿[", þ).?(' ;)..'[¿[", -þ)-+)e*n.(¿-¿,)

4.s9

T

ri.l

,,

Equation 4.59 represents the general equation tbr the moment-curvature relationship of a

doubly reinforced concrete beam with FRP reinforcing bars for curyatures ry greater than

r.¡r1. The curyature ry1 is that at which the top f,rber of concrete of the beam start crushing.

,l

Example

Calculation of the falling branch of the moment-curvature relationship of the RC

beam shown in figure 4.4.The properties of the concrete beam are as follow:

Beam properties

b:200mm

d: 270mm

d1:30mm

f" : 3o MPa

I

l
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A¡o: 628mm2

A¡: 942 mm2

ofou: 437 NlFa

õft,,: 624lvPa

Ero: 37l9llvPa

Eft: 5l482NPa

Analysis at V:50 x Iï6 mm-I

Let 0.004 be the concrete ultimate strain capacity too, which was calculated for beam I

in chapter 3.

The internal moment of the beam is calculated using equation 4.59 in conjunction with

equations 4.47,4.48 and 4.49.

F;qtlø;tion4.47

Kr=dEaAft+drEroAr"

K1:270 x 51482 x 942 + 30 x 37191 x 628= 13794610320

Equation 4.48:

Kz=0.854bTt"o

K2 : 0.85x30x200x0.836x0.004 : 17

!t
',8

I

r

Equation 4.49:
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K3 : E¡A¡+ Er"Ar"

K¡ : 5 1482x942+37 l9lx628 : 7 1851992

Equation 4.59:

Mn :?[.-¿[", #).i(, Ð).(+[", -þ)-a,)n*n,"(¿-¿,)

1

7t8st992
270 - t37s46ro3rr-6o*T)

Mn= 0-6

+ 50 x 10-6 13794610320 - t7

) 
- rr)rrt etx 628(270 - 30)

(so r ro-')

M": 93.6 kNm

Summary

Results are shown in table 4.2for four different curvatures y andlhe gaph of the

falling branch of the moment-curvature relationship is shown in figwe 4.6.

Finally, figure 4.7 shows the two curves calculated previously, in order to compare

their trend. In this figure, the reader can see clearly how the compressive reinforcement

of FRP reinforcing bars, takes over from the compressive concrete when it fails,

generating ductility of the beam. The curve of the singly reinforced concrete beam drops

down suddenly, whereas the curve of the doubly reinforced concrete beam keeps almost

horizontal which is the characteristic behaviour of ductile beams. The peak flexural
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strength M" of both beams are practically the same as can be seen in figure 4.7 although

the trend of the falling branch between them is significantly different.

Table 4.2. Results for a doubly reinforced
concrete beam.

93.6

84.3

83.5

86.7

50 x 106

60 x 106

70 x 10ó

80 x 106

Internal moment

lkNml

Curvature y

[---t]

The comprehensive procedure for designing a ductile RC beam with FRP reinforcing

bars can be summarised as follow: firstly, the beam is assumed to be a singly reinforced

in order to calculate both the internal moment strength M, of the beam and the curvature

ry at which the top fiber of concrete starts crushing. After that the beam is analysed as a

doubly reinforced using equation 4.59 to calculate the whole falling branch of the

moment-curvature relationship for curvatures r.¡r gteater than the curvature y at which the

top f,rber of concrete start crushing. Care must be taken when calculating the falling

branch of the moment-curvature relationship not to exceed either the ultimate strain

capacity e¡oo of the FRP compressive rebars or the ultimate strain capacity e¡,, of the FRP

tensile rebars.
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5.1 Introduction

Two methods of analysis are discussed in this chapter. The segmental analysis

method discussed in chapter 3 and the rectangular block of stresses analysis method

discussed in chapter 4. The aim is to investigate the discrepancies between these two



methods, and determine the reasons for these discrepancies. To do so, first a graphic

comparison is made between the moment-curvature relationships calculated using the

segmental analysis method and the rectangular block of stresses analysis method. This is

done for the following two main cases: a reinforced concrete beam with 3 FRP

reinforcing bars at the bottom only; and a reinforced concrete beam with 2 FRP

reinforcing bars at the top and 3 FRP reinforcing bars at the bottom. Later, the variations

of the concrete force and its position are evaluated for specific values of curvature, to

determine the causes for the discrepancies between the values of internal moment using

each method. Finally, an appropriate solution is proposed to correct the falling branch of

the moment-curvature relationship using the segmental analysis method to make it

coincident with the falling branch of the moment-curvature relationship calculated

through the rectangular block of stresses method.

5.2 Moment-curvature relationship.

In chapter 3 it was shown that the segmental analysis method can be used to

determine the moment-curvature relationship from the origin up to failure. However, the
,i.

rectangular block of stresses analysis, as shown in chapter 4, caî only derive the falling

branch of the moment-curvature relationship. Figure 5.1 shows the moment-curvature

relationship of an RC beam with 3 FRP reinforcing bars of 20-mm diameter and624lvlPa

strength at the bottom only, which is plotted using both the segmental analysis method

and the rectangular block of stresses method. Both curves are close only at the flexural

strength of the concrete beam where the internal moment is 87.1 kNm using the

segmental analysis method, and 89.4 kl.{m using the rectangular block of stresses

analysis. In the rest of the graph, the internal moment using the rectangular block of
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stresses analysis is lower that the internal moment using the segmental analysis method

for the same values of curvature V. Furthermore, the brittleness of the beam is evident in

both methods of analysis, because once the top fiber of concrete fails, then the whole

beam fails collapsing suddenly without warning.

Figure 5.2 shows the moment-curvature relationship of a doubly reinforced concrete

beam with 2 FRP reinforcing bars of 20-mm diameter and 437 MPa strength at the top

and 3 FRP reinforcing bars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength at the bottom. The

internal moment using both methods is almost the same as the concrete starts crushing.

The strength using the segmental analysis method is 98.0 kNm and using the rectangular

block of stresses analysis it is 93 .7 kNm. In the rest of the graph, the values of the internal

moment using the rectangular block of stresses analysis is a bit lower than that using the

segmental analysis method. In this case, the ductility of the concrete beam is evident

using both methods because both curves show a horizontal trend from the maximum

value of internal moment to the failure of the concrete beam. The difference in the

moments at failure, between the two methods, is only 16.2 kNm.

,i'

5.3 Concrete stress distribution and position of the concrete's force

The concrete stress distribution along the cross-section of the beam is a parabolic one

when using the segmental analysis method as shown in figure 5.3c. In contrast, when

using the rectangular block of stresses analysis method, the stress distribution is assumed

to be a rectangular one, as can be seen in figure 5.3e. The analysis is carried out for

specific values of curvature \y as it will be seen later.

First, let us describe the content in figure 5.3. The cross-section of the beam is

described in figure 5.3a. Figure 5.3b describes the strain distribution. Figure 5.3c



describes the stress distribution using the segmental analysis method, meanwhile, f,rgure

5.3d describes the forces and their positions derived through the segmental analysis

method. Figure 5.3e describçs the rectangular block of stresses, and figure 5.3f describes

the forces and their positions derived using the rectangular block of stresses method.

Analysis at the curvature y of 45 x Iï6 mmI.

The position of the concrete force using the segmental analysis, is 225 mm away

from the direction of the tensile force (see f,rgure 5.3d). The position of concrete force

using the rectangular block of stresses is 232 mm away from the tensile force as shown in

figure 5.3f. Notice that the magnitudes of the concrete force and their positions are quite

similar using both methods of analysis. The internal moment is also close using both

methods being 87.1 kNm using the segmental analysis method and 89.4 kNm using the

rectangular block of stresses method as shown in figure 5.1. No major difference exists

between the intemal moment and the positions of the concrete forces using the two

method at the curvature ry of 45 x 106 mm-t.

The difference between thc results from each method tt -ot:' evident at the

curvatures ry of 60 x 106 ffih-I, 70 x 106 mm-l and 80 x 106 mm-l which can be seen in

figures 5.1,5.4,5.5 and 5.6. For each curvature, the lever arm of the axial forces using the

rectangular block of stresses analysis is about 50 mm smaller than the lever arm using the

segmental analysis method. In addition, the concrete force using the rectangular block of

stresses method is between 105 kN and 118 ld{ smaller than the concrete force using the

segmental analysis method.



5.4 Influence of the concrete force beyond its ultimate strain in the evaluation of the

internal moment of the beam.

In the discussion above, is underlined the differences of both the magnitudes of the

concrete force and the position of that force with respect to the tensile force from one

method of analysis to the other. What happens is that when using the rectangular block of

stresses analysis, the concrete force is restricted to values ofthe concrete strain no greater

than the concrete ultimate strain, which is rounded to 0.004. Meanwhile, when using the

segmental analysis method, the force of the concrete is calculated for all the values of the

concrete strain in the stress-strain relationship curve belonging to Wang's et al and shown

in figure 2.32. Taken into account are the forces corresponding to concrete strains greater

than 0.004 which causes the centroid of the concrete stresses distribution to move further

up than the centroid of the rectangular block of stress. Consequently, the lever arm using

the segmental analysis approach also becomes larger than the lever arm using the

rectangular block of stresses analysis.

Let us look at what happens after restricting the segmental analysis method to the

concrete ultimate strains less than or equal to 0.004. This means that no,,,longer are taken

into account the forces of the concrete with strains greater than 0.004. Figures 5.7,5.8

and 5.9 show the effects of restricting the segmental analysis to concrete strains not

greater than 0.004. The hatched areas ofthe stresses profile describe the concrete forces

for strains greater than 0.004 and the area below describes the concrete force for strains

less than or equal to 0.004. Two concrete forces are represented in the f,rgures, one force

for the hatched area and one force below. Notice that the force below the hatched area is

similar to the concrete force calculated using the rectangular block of stresses analysis.

Also, the size of the lever arm of the force below the hatched area becomes closer to the
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lever arm of the concrete force using the rectangular block of stresses with an average

difference of about 30 mm.

Figure 5.10 shows the variations of both the stress distributions and the positions of

the concrete forces as the curvature r1r is changed. In figure 5.I0a, the top of the stress

distribution corresponds to the concrete ultimate strain to,, of 0.004, therefore, no hatched

area is present. In figure 5.10c, the curvature ry has been increased, hence, the stress at

ultimate strain r",, is a bit lower than that in figure 5.10a. The concrete stress at ultimate

strain is at the bottom of the hatched area of the stresses distribution in figure 5.10c. The

same analysis is for figures 5.l0e and for figures 5.10g.

Figure 5.11 shows the variations of boththe concrete force andtheir position using

the rectangular block of stresses analysis for the same values of curvature ì{ as in figure

5.10. The horizontal dashed line for each figure represents the neutral axis of the cross-

section of the beam.

By restricting the segmental analysis method to the concrete ultimate strain of 0.004,

the falting branch of the moment-curvature relationship coincides with the falling branch

calculated using the rectangular block of stresses method, as can be see¡r in flrgure 5.12,

where the continuous line represents the curve using the segmental analysis method and

the marked line represents the curve using the rectangular block of stresses method. The

moment-curvature relationship in figure 5.12 corresponds to an RC beam with 3 FRP

rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength at the bottom only. Segm004 stands for

'segmental analysis method with the concrete strain restricted to 0,004'.

On the other hand, figure 5.13 shows the moment-curvature relationship of an RC

beam with2 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and437 MPa strength at the top and 3 FRP

rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength at the bottom. The continuous line
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corresponds to the moment-curvature relationship using the segmental analysis method,

and the marked line corresponds to the falling branch calculated using the rectangular

block of stresses analysis method. The falling branches using both methods of analysis

are coincident.
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6.1 Introduction

In this chapter are studied the influence exerted by the variatio¡s of the main

parameters involved in the design of reinforced concrete beams with FRP reinforcing

bars. The parameters taken into account are the amount of reinforcement, the strength

and Young's modulus in the reinforcing bars, the concrete strength, and the dimensions

of the cross-section of the beams. In addition, there are three beams with steel rebars to

compare their moment-curvature relationships with the moment-curvature relationships

of beams with FRP rebars. For each goup of beams there is a figure showing the

moment-curvature relationship, where the reader can see easily the flexural behavior of

the beams.



6.2 Properties of the beams.

Eleven beam specimens have been simulated to analyse the influence exerted by the

variation of the main parameters involved in the structural design of the beams. Details of

the specimens are in table 6.1 and their cross-sections are in figures from 6.1 to 6.4.

Firstly, let us go through table 6.1 to see in detail the properties of the beams. Table 6.1

contains 13 columns, where the f,rrst eight columns correspond to the properties of the

beams and the rest of the columns correspond to results.

Column 1 shows the identification of the beams from beaml to beam 11. Column 2

shows the amount of tensile reinforcement At in terms of the number of rebars, type of

rebars and size of rebars. The type of rebars is described as FRP for fiber reinforced

plastic rebars, and Y for steel rebars. The number before the type of rebars describes the

amount of rebars, and the number in front describes their size. For instance, 3FRP26

means 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter which give the amount of tensile reinforcement

A, of beam 1. Column 3 shows the amount of compressive reinforcement A* of the

beams. Column 4 shows the strength o,* of the tensile reinforcement in MPa, where the

subscript 'ten' stands for tensile. Column 5 shows the strength o*- of the compressive

reinforcement of the beams in MPa, where the subscript 'com' stands for compressive,

Columns 6 and 7 show the Young's moduli E",, and E*- of the reinforcing bars in MPa.

Column 8 shows the concrete strength in MPa.

a) Descriptíon of the beams

Beam l

Beam I has 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength at the bottom

only (see table 6.1 and figure 6.1a). The concrete strength is 30 MPa.



Beam 2

Beam 2 has 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength at the bottom,

and I FRP rebar of 20-mm diameter and437 MPa strenglhat the top (see table 6.1 and

figure 6.1b). The concrete strength is 30 MPa.

Beam 3

Beam 3 has 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength at the bottom,

and 2 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 437 MPa strength (see table 6.1 and figure

6.1c). The concrete strength is 30 MPa.

Beam 4

Beam 4 has 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strenglh at the bottom,

and I steel rebar of 20-mm diameter and 410 MPa yield strength at the top (see table 6.1

and figure 6.2a). The concrete strength is 30 MPa.

Beam 5

Beam 5 has 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength at the bottom,

and I FRP rebar of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength at the top (see table 6.1 and

fîgure 6.2b). The concrete strength is 30 MPa.

Beam 6

Beam 6 has 2 steel rebars of 20-mm diameter and 410 yield strenglhat the bottom

only (see table 6.1 and figure 6.2c). The concrete strength is 30 MPa.



Beam 7

Beam 7 has 3 steel rebars of 20-mm diameter and 410 MPa yield strength at the

bottom only (see table 6.1 and figure 6.2d). The concrete strength is 30 MPa.

Beam 8

Beam t has 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and624 MPa strenglhat the bottom,

and2 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and437 MPa strength at the top (see table 6.1 and

figure 6.3a). The concrete strength is 40 MPa.

Beam 9

Beam t has 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength at the bottom,

and2 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 437 MPa strength at the top (see table 6.1 and

figure 6.3b). The concrete strength is 50 MPa.

Beam I0

Beam 10 has 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strenglh at the bottom,
'i'

and 2 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter arrd 437 MPa strength at the top (see table 6.I and

figure 6.3c). The concrete strength is 60 MPa.

Beam I I

Beam 11 has 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength at the bottom,

and2FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and437 MPa strengthatthe top (see table 6.1 and

flrgure 6.4). The concrete strength is 30 MPa. The particularity of beam l1 is the width of

the cross-section which has been increased Io 225 mm'



6.3 Parametric study

The parametric study is based in the moment-curyature relationship of the beams.

The moment-curvature relationship of the beams has been calculated using the segmental

analysis method described in chapter 3. Table 6.1 shows the results in the columns from 9

to 13. The results are. the moment at concrete crushing (M. c. crushing) in column 9;

peak moment in column 10; final moment in column 1l; ductility in column 12; and

mode of failure in column 13. Abbreviations in column 13 are related to the mode of

failure of the beams, for instance: 'c. crush.' means concrete crushing; 'f. c. r.' means

fracture of compressive reinforcement, 'both' means that the concrete crushes

simultaneously with the fracture of the tensile reinforcement; and the abbreviation 'f. t.

r.'means fracture of the tensile reinforcement. In addition, in columns 9, 10 and 11, the

internal moment is related to the curyature at which such a moment occurs. For instance,

the intemal moment of beam 2 as the concrete crushes is 91.9 kNm at the curvature r¡r of

45 x 106 mm-t 191.9145); the peak moment of beam 2 is 93.2 kNm at the curvature ry of

5l x 106 mm-t 193.2/51); and the final moment of beam 2 is 80.9 kNm at the curvature ry

of 78 x 106 mm-r (80.9/7s). 
,i,

6.3.1 Parametric study of beams by the amount of compressive reinforcement.

Beams 1,2 and3 have 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and624 MPa strength at the

bottom. The difference between them is the reinforcement in the compression zone (see

t¿ble 6.1 and figure 6.1 for these 3 beams). Figure 6.5 shows the moment-curvature

relationship of the three beams. These three beams show the same flexural rigidity given

that the tensile reinforcement in the three beams is the same. The crushing of the concrete

occurred at the curvature ry of 45 x 106 mm-l with an ultimate strain capacity t",, of



0.00426 (from the segmental analysis). The difference in the moment-curvature

relationship is most of all in the falling branch. The falling branch of beam 1 is steeply

down because of the concrete crushing; therefore, no plateau is present in beam l, which

is an indication of the brittle failure of the beam. The falling branch of beam 2 is less

steep than beam l, which is an indication that the compressive reinforcement takes over

from the crushed concrete prolonging the serviceability of the beam. A short plateau is

described in the curve of beam 2, from the point of concrete crushing to the fracture of

the compressive reinforcement, which means that some degree of ductility is present.

Beam 3 presents a better structural alternative because its plateau is longer than the

plateau of beam 2. The plateau of beam 3 goes from the point where the concrete crushes

to the point where the compressive reinforcement breaks. Looking at figure 6.5, it can be

seen that compressive reinforcement in RC beams with FRP rebars plays a very important

roll in providing ductile behaviour to the beam.

6,3.2 Parametric study of concrete beams by Type, strength and Young's modulus

of compressive reinforcement 
,!,

Beams 2,4 and 5 have a similar reinforcement at the bottom; their differences are in

the compressive reinforcement with regard to type, strength and Young's modulus (see

table 6.1 and figures 6.lb,6.2aand6.2b for deøils). The three beams have one rebar only

atthetop of different types, strengths and Young's moduli. Figwe 6.6 shows the moment-

cuwature relationship of beams 2, 4 a¡d 5. Beam 2ltøs 1 FRP rebar of 20-mm diameter

and 437 MPa strength with a Young's modulus of 37ßl MPa. Beam 4 has I steel rebar

of 20,mm diameter and 410 MPa yield strength with a Young's modulus of 200000 MPa.



Beam 5 has 1 FRP rebar of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength with a Young's

modulus of 51482 MPa.

Beams 2 and 5 seem quite similar one from each other regarding to their falling

branches; however, beam 5 looks more ductile than beam 2 because in addition to the

horizontality of its falling branch, the plateau of beam 5 is extended beyond the falling

branch of beam 2. The compressive rebar of beam 2 broke earlier than the compressive

rebar of beam 5. The failure of both beam 2 and beam 5 is due to fracture of the FRP

compressive rebars.

In contrast to beam 2 and beam 5, the compressive steel rebar of beam 4 does not

fracture because the steel rebar yields. Therefore, after yielding the steel rebar in the

compression zone, it only increases the strength of the beam along of the falling branch

following the same trend of the falling branch of beam 1 which has no compressive

reinforcement (see figure 3.13).

The falling branch of the moment-curvature relationship of beam 4 shows a steep

downward tendency similar to the falling branch of beam 1. The graph stops because the

curvature ry of 100 x 104 mm-t is the last one taken into account during the calculation;

otherwise, the curve would continue with the intemal moment trending to zero as the

curvature ry trends to infinity. Hence, beam 4 does not show any ductile behaviour.

Influence of Young's modulus in the compressive rebars is noticeable with respect to

ductility in beams 2, 4 and 5. The three beams have the same amount of reinforcement at

the top; however, their mechanical behaviour is different due to the different Young's

modulus of the rebars.



6.3.3 Parametric study of concrete beams by type, strength, Young's modulus and

the amount of tensile reinforcement

A parametric study by type, strength, Young's modulus and amount of tensile

reinforcement is carried out for beams 1,6 and 7. These three beams have no

compressive reinforcement at aIL The difference between them is in the tensile

reinforcement. Beam 6 has two steel rebars of 20-mm diameter and 410 MPa yield

strength with a Young's modulus of 200000 MPa; meanwhile beam 7 has three rebars of

20-mm diameter and 410 MPa yield strength with a Young's modulus of 200000 MPa.

The moment-curvature relationships of beams 1, 6 and 7 are in figure 6.7. Notice that

the difference is not only in the falling branch but also in the ascending branch of the

moment-curvature relationship. The slope of both beam 6 and beam 7 in the ascending

branch are greater than the slope of beam 1, due to the higher Young's modulus of the

tensile reinforcement of these beams. As the slope of the ascending branch of the

moment-curvature relationship determines the flexural stiffness of the beams, then it can

be concluded that beam 6 and beam 7 are stiffer than beam 1. On the other hand, the

slope of beam 7 is greater than the slope of beam 6. Both beams have tensile rebars of the

same Young's modulus but in different amounts. It can be concluded that beam 7 is

stiffer than beam 6 because the amount of reinforcement. Therefore, both the amount of

tensile reinforcement and the Young's modulus of such reinforcement determines the

flexural stiffness of RC beams.

The falling branch of the moment-curvature relationship of beams 1, 6 and 7 are also

different. Beam 1 fails because the compressive concrete crushes soon after reaching its

ultimate strain capacity e",, presenting a brittle failure. Beam 6 fails in a very ductile

fashion with an extended plateau from the point where the tensile steel bars yield until



the concrete crushes. The plateau of beam 6 starts at the curvature ry of 16 x l0ó mm-l

ending at the curvature ry of 80 x 106 -mt. In contrast, beam 7 shows a very short

plateau which goes from the yield point of the tensile bars until the top concrete crushes.

The falling branch of the moment-curvature relationship of beams 6 and 7 is evidence

that increasing the amount of tensile reinforcement improves the strength of RC beams in

detriment to the ductility of the beams.

6.3.4 Parametric study of RC beams by the concrete strength.

Four RC beams with different concrete strengths and similar reinforcement are

analysed to veri$ the influence of concrete strength in their flexural behaviour. The

beams analysed are beams 3, 8, 9 and 10. The four beams have two FRP rebars of 20-mm

diameter and 437 MPa strength with Young's modulus of 37191 MPa at the top; and 3

FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength \Mith Young's modulus of 51482

MPa at the bottom. The difference between them is the concrete strength. The concrete

strength of beam 3 is 30 MPa; beam 8 is 40 MPa; beam 9 is 50 MPa; and beam 10 is 60

MPa. See table 6.1 and fîgures 6.1c,6.3a,6.3b and 6.3c for details of these beams.

Figure 6.8 shows the moment-curyafure relationship of beams 3, 8, 9 and 10. Beam 3

in figure 6.8 shows less strength than the other ones but it shows a ductile behavior; the

failure of beam 3 is due to fracture of the compressive reinforcement. Beams 8 and 9

failed in a characteristic fashion. The compressive concrete crushed at the same time that

the tensile reinforcement fractured. Hence, the failure of these beams occurs in a

catastrophic manner. The moment-curvature relationship of beam 10 is almost a straight

line. This is because the tensile reinforcement fractu¡es before the compressive concrete



crushes. Figure 6.8 shows that increasing the concrete strength whilst keeping a low

strength tensile reinforcement, RC beams become stronger but with a lost of ductility.

6.3.5 Parametric study of RC beams by cross-sections size

A parametric study of two RC beams with different cross-section sizes is carried out

to investigate the effects of varying the cross-section's size. Both beams 3 and 11 have at

the top, 2 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 437 MPa strength with Young's modulus of

37191MPa; and at the bottom, 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 MPa strength

with Young's modulus of 51482 MPa. The concrete strength of both beams is 30 MPa.

The difference between them is the width of their cross-sections. Beam 3 is 200 mm

width and beam ll is 225 mm width (see table 6.1 and figures 6.lc and 6.4 for details).

Figure 6.9 shows the moment-curvature relationships of both beams. Figure 6.9 shows

that increasing moderately the width of the cross-section of the beam no significant

changes occur in the moment-curvature relationship of the beams. The failure of beams 3

and 11 are due to fracture of the FRP rebars at the top of the beams.



Table 6.1. -Beams and results.

Beam 11

Beam l0

Beam 9

Beam 8

Beam 7

Beam 6

Beam 5

Beam4

Beam 3

Beam2

Beam I

Beam
specimens

(l)

3FRPzo

3FRPzo

3FRPzo

3FRPzo

3Yzo

2Yzo

3FRPzo

3FRP26

3FRPzo

3FRPzo

3FRPzo

A
Im-Jt

(2)

,rupvr r

2FRP26

2FRPzo

2FRP26

2FRPzo

lFRP2o

lYzo

2FRPzo

lFRPzo

A"
[-m]t

(3)

624

624

624

624

410*

410*

624

624

624

624

624

õten

[MPa]

(4)

437

437

437

437

624

410*

437

437

ooom

IMPa]

(5)

s1482

s1482

s1482

s1482

200000

200000

51482

51482

s1482

5t482

51482

&*
lMPal

(6)

37191

37191

3719r

37191

s1482

200000

37191

3719r

E*rrt

IMPa]

(7)

30

60

50

40

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

f"

IMPa]

(8)

t00145

130168

t31169

86.6113

s9.6lt2

93.4145

104145

96.614s

9t.9l4s

87.4145

M. c.

crushing

[kNm]
(e)

lt4t98

14y60

130169

t3ll69

89.8127

62.7140

96.Us2

t09ls3

tt0t94

93.2lst

87.4145

Peak
moment

lkNml
(10)

tt4l98

14U60

130169

t3ll69

33.6171

48.8/100

90.7192

rt0194

80.9178

Final
moment

lkNml
(11)

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

Ductility

(tz¡

f.c.r

f.t.r

both

both

c. crush.

c. crush.

f.c.r

c. crush.

f.c.r

f.c.r

c. crush.

Failure
mode

( l3)

* Yteld strength of the steel rebari"
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7.1 Introduction

The discussion in this chapter is about the design and manufacture of the beam

specimens. In doing so, a comprehensive description of the materials properties used in the

design and manufacture of the beams is given. Five beams of 5000 mm long have been

designed using different combinations of reinforcemcnt. The combination is in regard to

type, strength and elasticity modulus of the reinforcing bars, as well as the amount of

reinforcement. The dimensions of the cross-sections of the specimens are shown in figure 7.1



and the distribution of shear reinforcement is described in figure 7.2. The aim is to compare

the results obtained through the computer simulations using the segmental analysis method,

the results obtained using the rectangular block of stresses analysis, and the results obtained

through these laboratory tests.

7 .2 Materials properties

The beam specimens were designed and manufactured using concrete strength of 30 MPa

and reinforced with FRP rebars. One beam was designed and manufactured with one steel

rebar atthe top and 3 FRP rebars at the bottom. The steel rebars are assumed to be 410 MPa

yield strength and a Young's modulus of 200000 MPa. The FRP rebars are assumed to be of

two kinds; one of them is 624lvlÈ:a strength and a Young's modulus of 51482 MPa, and the

anotheroneis 437 lvPastrengthandaYoung'smodulus of 37191 MPa. Thereinforcing

bars, either steel or FRP, are all ribbed bars of 20-mm diameter.

7.3 Design of the beam specimens

The beam specimens were designed using the segmental analysis method described in

chapter 3. Meanwhile, the cross-sections of the beams were chosen from chapter 3 and

chapter 6. The parameters taken into account in the design of the beam specimens wer€,

most importantly, those parameters that affected the ductile behavior of the beams. For

instance, the amount of compressive reinforcement, the amount of tensile reinforcement, and

the strength and Young's modulus in the reinforcing bars. Beams 1,2 and 3 represent a good

set of beams to determine the effects on the ductility of the beams of varying the amount of



FRP compressive reinforcement (see figure 6.5). Beam 2 and beam 4 were chosen to

determine the effects on the ductility of either steel or FRP rebars in the compression zone

(see figure 6.6). Beam 2 andbeam 5 were chosen to determine the effects on the ductility of

changing the amount of tensile reinforcement (see figure 3.14).In summary, beams 1,2,3, 4

and 5 are representative of the more signifîcant combinations of reinforcement to be

considered in the design of the beam specimens.

Table 7.1 shows the properties of the specimens. Column 1 in table 7 .1 describes the

identification of the specimens. Column 2 in table 7.1 describes the amount A" of

compressive reinforcement, where FRP and Y indicate the type of reinforcement; FRP stands

for 'fîber reinforced plastic' and Y stands for steel. The number behind of the type of

reinforcement describes the number of rebars and the number in front describes the size of

the rebar. For inst¿nce, 2FRP26 means 2 FRP reinforcing bars of 20-mm diameter. Column 3

in table 7.1 describes the amount of reinforcement at the bottom of the beam. Column 4

describes the strength of the compressive reinforcement where the subscript 'com' means

compression. Column 5 describes the strength of the tensile reinforcement, where the

subscript 'ten' means tension. Columns 6 and 7 describe the Young's moduli of both the

compressive reinforcement and the tensile one. Column 8 describes the concrete strength f".

Figure 7.1 shows the cross-sections of the beam specimens. The sections are 200-mm

wide and 300-mm high. The covering concrete is 20 mm around the section, therefore, the

centroid of the reinforcing bars at the top of the beams is 30 mm down from the top edge of

the beams. The effective depth of beams I to 4 is 270 mm, and the effective depth of beam 5

is262 mm. The identification of the reinforcement in the beams is the same as intableT.l.



Table 7.1. -Properlieø of the beam øpecimenø.

1FRP20 SFRPzo 624 624 51482 51482 30B5

lyzo 3FRP20 410* 624 200000 s1482 30B4

2FRp2¡ 3FRP20 437 624 37191 51482 30B3

1FRP20 3FRP20 437 624 37191 51482 30B2

0 3FRP20 624 s1482 30B1

A" At ocom

[MPa]
(4)

oten

[MPal
(s)

E"o-
[MPal

(6)

Et"rt

[MPal
(7)

f"
[MPa]

(8)(2) (3)

Beam

(1)

* Yield strrngth of úhe steel rebar.

7.4 Manufacture of the specimens

The manufacture of the beam specimens was carried out in two main steps, which consist

of the preparation of the reinforcing cages and then the casting of the concrete.

A concrete strength of 30 MPa was requested for the manufacture of the beam

specimens.

'i.

Beam 7

Beam 1 is shown in figure 7.3a and has 3 FRP reinforcing bars of 20-mm diameter and

624ÌvPa strength with a Young's modulus of 51482 MPa at the bottom. In addition, it has

two undeformed steel rebars of 10-mm diameter at the top for the purpose of only holding

the stimrps in position. The smooth surface of the undeformed bars does not allow bond

stress between the bars and the concrete. The reader can see some plastic supports between



the stimrps and the mould, which gives a constant covering of concrete around the

reinforcement. Furtherrnore, the moulds are reinforced with strong pieces of timber to

guarantee the prismatic shape of the beams.

Beam 2

Beam 2 is shown in figure 7.3b, and has 3 FRP rebar of 20-mm diameter and 624 \tfPa

strength with a Young's modulus of 51482 MPa at the bottom. In addition, it has one FRP

rebar of 20-mm diameter and 437 MPa strengfh with a Young's modulus of 37ßl MPa at

the top.

Beøm 3

Figure 7.3c shows beam 3, which has 3 FRP reinforcing bars of 20-mm diameter and

624lvPa strength with a Young's modulus of 51482 MPa at the bottom. In addition, it has

two FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and437 MPa strength with a Young's modulus of 37191

MPa at the top.

Beam4

Beam 4 is shown in figure 7.4a and has 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624 ÌvfPa

strength with a Young's modulus of 51-482 MPa at the bottom. It has 1 deformed steel rebar

of 20-mm diameter and 410 MPa yield strength with a Young's modulus of 200000 MPa at

the top.



Beøm 5

Beam 5 is shown in the figure 7.4b, and has 5 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 624

MPa strength with a Young's modulus of 51482 MPa at the bottom. At the top, it has one

FRP rebar of 20-mm diameter and624 MPa strength with a Young's modulus of 51482 MPa.

The mechanical properties of the FRP reinforcing bars at the top and at the bottom of the

beam are the same.

Figure 7.5 shows an aerial view of be am 2 to illustrate the layout of the reinforcing bars

and the uniform distribution of the stimrps along the beams. The cage reinforcement of the

set of beam specimens can be seen in figure 7.6. The beams were cast with a requested

concrete strength of 30 MPa. Cylinders and unreinforced concrete beams were also made to

determine strength, elasticity modulus and flexural tensile strength of the concrete.
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8.1 Introduction.

The first step in this chapter is to describe the equipment and instrumentation used

for the testing of the beams as well as the schematic representation of the procedure of the

test program. Photographs and drawings are used to illustrate the test rig and

instrumentation. For each beam, the test procedure is described in a step by step basis and

illustrated with photographs. Through photographs, it is easy to follow the progressive

cracking of the beams, as the load is incremented. In addition, the mode of failure of not

trf

7;. , t-. -a'

t



only the concrete but also the reinforcing bars is seen clearly through photographs. The

processed data for each beam is presented in tables and graphs. Finally, is given the test

program for the materials involved in the manufacture of the beam specimens such as the

concrete, the FRP bars and the steel bars.

8.2 Equipment and instrumentation.

The beams were tested using a rigid steel double frame as shown in figure 8.1, where

beam I has been set up. A hydraulic jack is attached to the topside of the steel frame,

which is used to apply the load over the beam specimens (hereafter the beams). A bearing

steel beam (hereafter the bearing beam) is between the hydraulic jack and the specimen.

A manual-operating piston that is connected to the jack, shown on the floor in figure

8.1, is used to gradually apply a displacement on the beam. The loading signal is

transmitted to the computer by means of the cable from the lower end of the hydraulic

jack. The supports of the beam and the supports of the bearing beam are all on roller

bearings. Figure 8.2 shows the way the load has to be applied. Beneath the beam in figure

8.1 is a dial gauge to read and measure the vertical displacement of the midspan of the

beam. Also, there is an electronic transducer to automatically record the vertical

displacement at the midspan. Figures 8.3 shows the dial gauge and the transducer beneath

of the beam.

Figure 8.4 shows the measurement equipment used during the tests of the beams. On

the desk at the left, there are several demec measurement gauges in their cases. The

measurement gauges are used for the measurement of the displacement between the

demecs. Figure 8.5 shows the layout of the demecs at both sides of the beams. The rows

of demecs are marked with letters from A to G and the columns of demecs are marked
ri

I

I
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with numbers from I to 7. Figure 8.6 shows the distance between the rows and columns

of demecs before loading the beam. The demec measurement gauges have one fixed end

and a mobile end with a dial, with division of one l0000th of an inch. In the measurement

of the displacements, demec gauges of 8-inch length and 4-inch lengfh are used. The

demec gauges of 4-inch length are for the measurement of the displacement of the demecs

in rows A and C from column I to column 7. Whereas, the gauges of 8-inch length are for

the measwement of the displacements between all the demecs in columns 3 and 5. In

addition, a digital screen to monitor the jack loading is on the desk in figure 8.4 where

can be seen the cable coming from the jack. Behind the digital screen, there is a power

source supply. On the desk at the right are the UCAM (Universal Computer Aid

Measurement) machine and an IBM computer set.

The UCAM machine processes both the measurement of loading and the vertical

displacement through the transducer at the midspan of the beam. The UCAM machine

receives the signal of loading from the hydraulic jack and the vertical displacement of the

midspan of the beam from the transducer beneath of the beam. The signals are then

converted into text and collected into a text file in the computer.

The faces A and B of the beams are painted an oÊwhite colour for monitoring the

crack pattern. Demecs are glued to both sides of the beam in a matrix array between the

two loading points to measure the horizontal displacement between them when loading

the beam and, therefore, to calculate the corresponding strains. Figure 8.6 shows the

layout of the demecs on one face of the beam. The columns of demecs are numbered from

left to right and the rows are labelled from top to bottom on side A. However, the

columns of demecs are numbered from right to left and the rows are labelled from top to

bottom on side B. The reason for numbering the columns of demecs in such a way is to

t



denote them with the same number for both sides of the beam. For instance, column 3 at

side A is also column 3 at side B of thc beam

8.3 Test procedure and processed data.

At the beginning of a test, the beam is tested under load control and demec readings

are taken after each increment of load as in figure 8.121 where the author is taking demec

measurements. However, as the beam reaches the maximum strength foreseen in design,

then the beam is tested under displacement control. That is the load is applied up to a

particular value of deflection in small amounts.

Furthermore, the test is carried out in two parts. The first part is just loading the beam

progressively and then unloading. The first vertical cracks are called primary cracks

herein, which appeared when the loading stårts, and the cracks coming from the primary

cracks are called secondary cracks. Consequently, the cracks coming from the secondary

cracks are called tertrary cracks just to facilitate their identification. The second part of

the test is reloading the beam from zero again up to the ultimate failure. The first demec

reading is taken before loading the beam, which is used as a benchmark for the next

measurements.

8.3.1 Beam 1.

Beam 1, which is shown in figures 7.Ia arrd7.3a and described in sections 7.3 and

7.4 of chapter 7, does not have deformed rebars in the zone of compression but three FRP

rebars in the zone of tension only.



8.3.1.1.1 Testprocedure.

The test procedure started with the measurement of the initial distance within the

demecs at both sides of the beam, which were used as a benchmark to define the

displacement of the demecs during loading the beam.

The loading of beam I started with 10 kN as can be seen in flrgure 8.7. Six vertical

flexural cracks (primary cracks) appeared within the constant moment region. Figure 8.8

shows side B of the beam with a similar crack pattern for the same load of 10 kltr. Figure

8.9 shows the beam at the load of 20 kN, where it can be seen that the cracks propagated

to the ends of the beam. The number of cracks within the constant moment region

increased from 6 to 8 with the load of 20 kN. At the load of 30 kN, the number of cracks

in the const¿nt moment region remained constant increasing only the size of the cracks as

can be seen in figure 8.10. Figure 8.11 shows a close-up of the beam under 30 kN of load

in which can be seen clearly the verticality of the cracks. Practically, the amount and size

of the cracks remained invariable up to the application of 85 kN of load (see figure 8.12).

Thereafter, the beam was displaced in increments of 5 mm.

The cracks became larger propagating towards the top of the beam, especially outside

the constant moment region. In addition, small non-vertical cracks (socondary cracks)

appeared at the lower end of vertical cracks as can be seen in figure 8.12.

Notwithstanding, the trend of the primary cracks is still in the vertical direction. The

shape of the cracks changed substantially when the beam was loaded with 95 kN, because

the upper end of the cracks inclined towards the midspan of the beam, which can be seen

in figure 8.13. The inclination of the upper end of the vertical cracks and the appearance

of the small non-vertical cracks at the bottom of the beam could be due to the bond

between the FRP rebars and the surrounding concrete. Figure 8.14 shows the beam under



103 kN of load. In this figure, it can be seen that the cracks become larger crossing the

row D of demecs in the constant moment region.

The beam was loaded up to 1 17.0 kN during the first part of the test and then it was

unloaded (see figure 8.15). Tertiary cracks appeared which can be seen at the right hand

side of figure 8.15. No changes were noted of the cracks between column 3 and column 5

of demecs. However, the cracks outside of the loading zone underwent a substantial

change becoming inclined towards the midspan of the beam. When the beam was

unloaded, cracks marked U appeared at the topside of the beam. Some of the cracks

marked U converged with the primary cracks.

The beam was then reloaded from 0 kN at the rate of l0 kN at a time up to 122.I kN

where the beam failed. Figures 8.16, to 8.18 show views of the failure of the beam at

122.1 kN of load. In these figures can be seen the crushing of the concrete at the top of

the beam. The failure of the beam was noisy due to debonding of the smooth rebars at the

top of the beam. The strength of the beam decreased gradually from 122.1 kN up to

failure and the sequence of the ultimate failure can be seen through figures 8.19 to 8.21.

Figure 8.22 shows the debonding effects of the smooth reinforcing bars at the top of

the beam. The wedge of concrete at the end of the beam was pushed 60'mm away from

the beam. These bars did not undergo any noticeable deformation at the midspan of the

beam as can be seen in figures 8.23,8.26 and 8.28. Therefore, the beam behaved as a

singly reinforced beam with no reinforcement at the top, as was foreseen in the original

design. Conversely, the FRP rebars at the bottom of the beam underwent deformation

such as splitting offthe glass fiber of the rebars. Figures 8.23,8.24,8.25,8.27 and 8.28

show several views of the FRP reinforcing bars at the ultimate failure of the beam.



8.3.1.2 Processed data.

In the following section is shown the moment-deflection relationship of beam L Also

the moment-curvature relationship of the beam and the variation of the crack sizes.

8.3.1.2.1 Moment-deflection relationship.

The moment-deflection relationship has been plotted using the data obtained from the

electronic transducer placed beneath of the beam (see figures 8.3). Figure 8.29 shows the

moment-deflection relationship of beam 1 in which can be seen three important points

marked A, B and C. Point A indicates both the end of the elastic range when the concrete

crushes and the peak moment of the beam. Soon after the beam reached its peak moment

the strength dropped down suddenly to point B describing a briftle failure. After crushing

the concrete the beam did not regained strength collapsing finally at point C of the curve.

8.3.1.2.2 Moment-cu rvature relationship.

The internal moment M' of the beam for a particular load P is one half of the load

(P/2) times the dist¿noe (1.9 m) between the loading point and the support at the end of

the beam (see equation 8.I where the units are lcl.{m). In addition, the internal moment of

the beam is constant between the two loading points.

M":1.9 (Pl2) 81

The segment between columns 3 and 5 of the demecs in figures 8.5 and 8.6 is inside

the loading points; therefore, the internal moment in such a segment is that within the

loading points. The same procedure was used to calculate the internal moment and the



corresponding curvature of the beam for every load. Consequently, we can get the

moment-cuwature relationship that is in figure 8.30. The moment-curvature relationship

is shown up to failure of the concrete.

8.3.1.2.3 Crack sizes.

Figures 8.7 to 8.15 show two vertical cracks only within the columns of demecs 3

and 5. Therefore, to calculate the cracks' size it is only a matter of calculating the

displacement between the lower row of demecs for every load. The average size of the

çracks is one half of the displacement between such demecs. Figure 8.31 shows the

variation of the cracks' size in terms of the applied load over the beam. In figure 8.31, it

can be seen that the moment dropped down to zero when the beam was unloaded

however, the crack's size did not reduce to zero. This happened due to the bond effect

between the FRP rebars and the surrotmding concrete.

8.3.2 Beam 2.

Beam 2, which is shown in figures 7.1b and 7.3b and described in sections 7.3 and

7.4 of chapter 7, has I FRP rebar at the top and 3 FRP rebars at the bottom.

8.3.2.1 Test procedure.

The test procedure started with the measurement of the initial distance within the

demecs at both sides of the beam, which were used as a benchmark to define the

displacement of demecs during loading the beam (see figure 8.32). Demec B5 was

missing in the side A of the beam.



The loading started with the application of 10 kN on the beam. Figure 8.33 shows the

appearance of the first 9 cracks along the beam. Nevertheless, 6 cracks appeared within

the loading zone and 2 cracks between the rows 3 and 5 of demecs. One of the cracks

between rows 3 and 5 of demecs reached row E of demecs.

The number of cracks in the loading zone increased to 8 with the application of 19.5

kl.{ as in figure 8.34. Also the depth of the cracks increased. There was no significant

change in the cracking pattern until the load was increased to 60 kN (see figure 8.35). The

cracks reached the ends ofthe beam and the larger cracks are near to the loading points.

The two cracks between the columns 3 and 5 crossed the row D; therefore, the

measurement is only for the rows A and C of demecs given that demec B5 is missing.

The beam was unloaded after 60 lòI and the concrete cracked at the top edge of the

beam (see figure 8.36). The beam recovered its shape almost up to the original position,

which in turn means that the beam, with 60 kN of load, was still in the elastic range. The

beam was reloaded from 0 kN at the rate of 20 kN at a time and no significant changes

were shown until the load of 90 kN. With this load, appeared three sorts of cracks such as

primary cracks, secondary cracks and topside cracks in the beam (see figure 8.37).

The topside cracks are vertical, meanwhile, the secondary cracks are'non-vertical. In

addition, the upper ends of the primary cracks become inclined towards the midspan of

the beam which is caused by bond effect between the FRP rebars and the surrounding

concrete. No major changes are shown in figure 8.38 at the load of 105 kN. However, at

the load of 118.8 kN the concrete at the top of the beam split off (see figure 8.39) and the

cracks near the loading points became larger. The number of cracks in the constant

moment region remained constant. Demecs measurements could not be continued

because of the concrete split off and consequently the demecs in columns 3 where no



longer available. The displacement was applied in increments of 3 mm up to failure of the

beam. Figures 8.39 to 8.41 show the progressive failure of the beam up to collapse.

Loose concrete was removed from the beam to investigate the state of the reinforcing

bars at failure of the beam, not only at the top but also at the bottom of the beam (see

figures 8.41 to 8.45). Looking at figures 8.42to 8.47,the FRP rebar at the top did not

show any damage. This was because the failure of the FRP rebars at top of the beam was

due to compressive crushing plus a shear effect caused by the steel stim¡ps. Figures 8.48

to 8.50 show the damaged FRP rebars after unloading the beam. The treads of the stimrps

can be seen on the surface of the FRP rebars after failure in figures 8.48 to 8.50.

The FRP rebars at the bottom of the beam failed in different way from the FRP rebar

at the top. The rebars at the bottom of the beam failed due to the splitting off the glass-

fibres between them due to the absence of the confining deformations or ribs of the bars.

The deformations or ribs of the FRP rebars \Mere made of resin only, which meant that

they could not confine the f,rbers of the bars. Figures 8.51 to 8.53 show the FRP rebars at

the bottom of beam after failure. Figure 8.52 shows the FRP rebars at the bottom of the

beam where can be seen the failure of all three rebars. Whereas, figure 8.53 shows one

FRP rebar at the other side of the beam. Notice in figures 8.52 and 8.é3 that no shear

effect underwent the rebars at the bottom of the beam despite being in contact with steel

stimrps.

8.3.2.2 Processeddata.

In the following section is shown the moment-deflection relationship of the beam.

Also the moment-cuwature relationship of the beam and the variation of the crack sizes.
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8.3.2.2.1 Moment-deflection relationship.

Data recorded from the electronic transducer was used to plot the moment-deflection

relationship. Figure 8.54 shows the moment-deflection relationship of beam 2. In this

figure are defined 5 interesting points A, B, C, D and E. The straight line between the

origin and point A, where the concrete crushes, defines the elastic range of the beam.

After crushing of the concrete, the flexural strength of the beam declined to the point B

and then recovered up to the point C where the beam failed falling suddenly to point D.

The collapse of the beam was delayed between D and E. The collapse of the beam came

at point E of the moment-deflection relationship. The beauty in this figure is the plateau

between A and C with a stight indentation in B. The internal moment of the beam kept

almost constant which is an indication that the failure of the beam was ductile.

8.3.2.2.2 Moment-curvature relationship.

The internal moment of the beam for each applied load has been calculated using

equation 8.1. The moment-curvature relationship is shown in figure 8.55. In figure 8.55

can be seen the moment-curvature relationship for the elastic raîge only. The reason is

that the demecs came off when the concrete crushed and, consoquently, demec

measurement were no longer taken.

8.3.2.2.3 Crack sizes.

Looking at figure 8.40, two cracks can be seen between the rows of demecs 3 and 5

only. Hence, the crack size is the average of these two cracks. The calculation is carried

out using the same procedure as for beam 1. Figure 8.56 shows the variation of the

cracks' sizes in terms of the variation of the internal moment of the beam. Notice in



figure 8.56 that the deflection did return to zero when the beam was unloaded due to the

bond effects between the FRP rebars and the concrete.

8.3.3 Beam three.

Beam 3, which is shown in figure 7.lc and 7.3c of chapter 7 and described in

sections 7 .3 and 7 .4 of chapter 7 , has two FRP rebars at the top and three FRP rebars at

the bottom.

8.3.3.1 Testprocedure.

Loading of beam 3 st¿rted with 10 kN (see figure 8.57) which generated the first 4

cracks in the constant moment region. One crack appeared between columns 3 and 5 of

demecs. No substantial changes in the beam were shown with the application of 20 kl{

and 30 kN. However with the application of 40 kN, increased to 8 the number of cracks in

the constant moment region (see figures 8.58 and 8.59). All cracks are not only vertical

but also uniformly distributed which in turn means that there is a good bond stress

between the FRP rebars and the concrete. The cracking extended to the ends of the beam

and in addition, the deflection of the beam became very noticeabler, No substantial

changes happened at the load of 50 ld{ regarding the cracks between the columns 3 and 5

of demecs (see the figure 3.60). However at 90 kN (see the figure 8.61), the crack pattern

changed significantly; the size of some cracks increased in a non-vertical direction such

as the crack near the label of the beam at the right hand side of figure 8.61.

Of interest is the fact that the two cracks between columns 3 and 5 of the demecs

remained almost invariable even at 90 1òI which means that the neutral axis depth kept

steady (see figure 8.62). In addition, in fîgure 8.62 can be seen 4 secondary cracks. One



secondary crack is at the bottom of a vertical crack below the loading point at the left-

hand side in figure 8.62. Another secondary crack is at the bottom of the vertical crack

below the right-hand side loading point. The other two secondary cracks can be seen at

the right end of figure 8.62. From here, the loading of the beam was governed by

displacements at the rate of 3 mm at a time. The concrete at the top of the beam started

coming off at the load of 104.4 kN (see figures 3.63). In addition, the trends of the upper

ends of the cracks near the loading points were towards the midspan of the beam.

Demec measurements were taken until the demecs in columns 3 and 5 came off

completely at the load of 107.9 kN (see f,rgure 3.64). However, the collapse of the beam

did not happen yet because the compressive reinforcement took over from the crushed

concrete keeping the beam still in place. Figures 8.65 to 8.67 show the sequence of failure

of the beam. Loosening of the concrete at the top and the bottom of the beam occurred at

the load of 114.2 kN (see the figure 8.67).

The loose concrete was removed after unloading the beam to inspect the state of the

FRP reinforcement, not only the tensile one but also the compressive one (see the figure

3.68), Figures 8.69 to 8.71 show the failure of the FRP rebars at the top of the beam

where can be seen treads of the steel stimrps over the rebars. Tho failure of the

compressive rebars was due to compressive crushing plus the shear effect by the steel

stimrps. In contrast, the failure of the FRP rebars at the bottom of the beam occurred by

splitting offthe glass fibers from the resin binding matrix as can be seen infrgure 8.72.

8.3.3.2 Processed data.

In the followrng section is shown the moment-deflection relationship of the beam.

Also the moment-curyatwe relationship of the beam and the variation of the crack sizes.



8.3.3.2.1 Moment-deflection relationship.

The moment-deflection relationship has been plotted using the data obøined from the

electronic transducer placed beneath of the beam (see figure 8.3). Figure 8.73 shows the

moment-deflection relationship of beam 3 where can be seen 5 interesting points marked

from A to E. Point A denotes the concrete crushing and then an indentation in point B.

After crushing the concrete, the strength of the beam is extended up to the point C where

the peak moment takes place and then the beam collapses. It can be inferred by looking at

the section between A and C in figure 8.73 thatthe extension of the curve is provided by

the compressive FRP rebars.

Another point of interest is the fact that the line between A and B is non vertical.

Furthermore, the plateau between A and C is larger than the plateau of beam 2 and, also,

the internal moment of C is greater than the internal moment of A. This is an indication

that the compressive FRP rebars gave ductility to the beam.

8.3.3.2.2 Moment-curvature relationship.

The internal moment M' of the beam, for each load applied to the beam is calculated

using equation 8.1. Figure 8.74 shows the moment-curvature relationshipr'calculated up to

the concrete crushing.

8.3.3.2.3 Crack sizes.

From figures 8.58 to 8.67 can be seen the presence of only two cracks between the

rows of demecs 3 and 5. Hence, the size of one crack is the average of the displacement

between the demecs G3 and G5. Figure 8.75 shows the variation of crack's sizes in terms

of the variation of the intemal moment of beam 3'



8.3.4 Beam 4.

Beam 4, which is shown in figures 7.ld and 7.4a of chapter 7 and described in

sections 7.3 and7.4 of chapter 7, has one steel deformed bar at the top and three FRP

rebars at the bottom.

8.3.4.1 Testprocedure.

The test procedure of beam 4 started with the initial demec measurement before

loading the beam. The loading started with the application of l0 kN and the first 5 cracks

appeared in the constant moment region (see figure 5.76). Between columns 3 and 5 of

the demecs, only one crack crossed row E of the demecs. The cracks are all vertical ones.

As the load was incremented to 20 kN, the amount of cracks increased from 5 to 8

including a second crack between columns 3 and 5 of the demecs (see f,rgure 8.77). As the

load was incremented to 30 kN, the number of cracks remained the same but not their

lengths which were larger, crossing row D of demecs between columns 3 and 5 (see

figure 8.78).

Apart from the increment of the deflection of the beam, no major changes in the

crack pattem were observed with the load of 40 kl.{ (see figure 5.79). The cracks are all

vertical and uniformly distributed. The deflection of the beam is very noticeable at this

stage due to the low Young's modulus of the tensile FRP rebars. The load was

incremented up to 60 kN and then the beam was unloaded at the rate of 20 kN at a time

until 0 kl.I (see figure 8.S0). As the beam was unloaded, cracks appeared from the top of

the beam. The beam then was reloaded at the rate of 10 kN at a time up to 90 kN (see

figure 8.81).
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Looking at figure 8.81, we can see one crack at the top of the beam, just at the left-

hand side of the figure. This crack was because of unloading the beam. If we look

carefully at the bottom of figure 8.81 just at the right-hand side, we can see the

appearance of secondary cracks as well. Figure 8.82 shows the rising of the cracks in an

inclined trend towards the midspan of the beam at the load of I l0 kN. The size of the

cracks between columns 3 and 5 of the demecs remain the same. Dramatic changes are

seen in figure 8.83 as the load was incremented to 119.7 kN, where vertical cracks were

connectedtogetherthrough secondary cracks. In figure 8.84, can be seen the beginning of

the concrete spalling at the top of the beam as the load was incremented at 122.1 kN.

Most of the vertical cracks have been connected to each other through secondary

cracks. In addition it can be seen that the cracks coming from the bottom of the beam are

about to join with the cracks coming from the top of the beam. The crack propagation is

more evident in figure 8.85, nevertheless, the beam was stable at the load of 122.1 kN.

Figures 8.86 to 8.89 show the sequential failure of the beam until collapsing. The beam

was finally unloaded as can be seen in figure 8.90 and thcn the loose concrete was

removed to investigate the state of the reinforcing bars not only at the top but also at the

bottom. Figures 8.90 to 8.92 show that the steel rebar at the top of tho beam failed by

buckling. Figures 8.93 and 8.94 show the mode of failure of the FRP rebars at the bottom

of the beam. The failure of the FRP rebars was by splitting off the glass flrbers.

8.3.4.2 Processeddata.

In thç following section is shown the moment-deflection relationship of the beam.

Also the moment-curvature relationship of the beam and the variation of the crack sizes.



8.3.4.2.1 Moment-deflection relationship.

The moment-deflection relationship has been plotted using the data obtained from the

electronic transducer placed beneath of the beam (see figure 8.3). Figure 8.95 shows the

moment-deflection relationship of beam 4 in which can be seen 4 important points

marked from A to D. Point A denotes the point in the curve where the concrete at the top

of the beam crushed, falling down to B. After that, the beam showed some recovery up to

C, regaining strength and then falling to the ultimate failure in D.

8.3.4.2.2 Moment-curyature relationship.

The internal moment of the beam is calculated using equation 8.1 for each load

appliedto the beam. Figure 8.96 shows the moment-curyature relationship of the beam up

to concrete crushing which coincides with point A in figure 8.95.

8.3.4.2.3 Crack sizes.

Figures from 8.77 to 8.83 show two cracks only between the rows of demecs 3 and 5,

hence, the crack's size is takenas the average of the size of these two cracks. Figure 8.97

shows the variation of crack sizes in terms of the variation of the internal moment of the

beam.

8.3.5 Beam five.

Beam 5, which is shown in f,rgures 7.le and7.4b and described in sections 7.3 and

7.4 of chapter 7, has I FRP rebar at the top and 5 FRP rebars at the bottom.



8.3.5.1 Testprocedure.

The loading of the beam started with l0 kN as can be seen in figures 8.98 and 8.99.

Five vertical cracks in the constant moment region appeared with the first load which

included the two cracks between the columns of demecs 3 and 5. The number of cracks in

the constant moment region increased to 8 as the load was incremented to 20 kN as can

be seen in figure 8.100. In this figure can be seen the uniformity of the crack distribution

along the beam. Figure 8.101 shows the constant moment region at side A of the beam

and figure 8.102 shows the same region at side B of the beam.

Notice that the cracks crossed normal to the axis of the beam from side A to side B of

the beam. As the load was incremented to 30 kN, the lengths of the cracks increased but

the number of cracks remained the same as can be seen in figure S.103. Figures 8.104 and

8.105 show the beam after incrementing the load to 40 kN and then to 60 kN with no

significant changes. However, as the load was incremented to 1OO klt{ then appeared

secondary cracks from the bottom of the vertical cracks outside of the constant moment

region. Figure 8.106 shows side A of the beam and figure 8.107 shows side B of the beam

in which can be seen the appearance of secondary cracks outside of the constant moment

region. 't'

The beam was displaced at the rate of 3 mm at a time up to the load of 119'5 kN

when the concrete at the top of the beam started crushing and the beam collapsed with a

catastrophic brittle failure. Figures 8.108 to 8.112 show the progressive failure of the

beam and figures 8.113 and 8.14 show the spalling of the concrete at failure of the beam'

The loose concrete was removed to inspect the state of the reinforcing bars not only

at the top of the beam but also at the bottom as in figures 8. 1 1 5 and 8. 1 1 6. Figures 8' 1 17

and 8.118 are aerial views of the FRP rebar at top of the beam after failure. In these



flrgures it can be seen that FRP rebar failed by the shear effect caused by not only the

compressive force but also by the abrasion of the steel stimrp. In contrast, the FRP rebars

at the bottom of the beam did not fail at all as can be seen in figures 8.119 and 8.120.

Figure 8.121 shows the author taking demec measurements during the test of beam 5.

8.3.5.2 Processeddata.

In the following section is shown the moment-deflection relationship of the beam.

Also the moment-curyature relationship of the beam and the variation of the crack sizes.

5.3.5.2.1 Moment-deflection relationship.

The moment-deflection relationship of beam 5 has been derived in the same manner

as for the previous beams. Figwe 8.122 shows the moment-deflection relationship of

beam 5 where can be seen two points marked A and B. Point A denotes the point in the

curve where the concrete crushed and point B describes the collapse of the beam'

8.3.5.2.2 Moment-curvature relationship.

Figure 5.123 shows the moment-curvature relationship of beam 5 'in which can be

seen that the moment has been calculate from the origin up to the concrete crushing.

8.3.5.2.3 Crack sizes.

The crack's sizes in beam 5 have been calculated in the same way as for the previous

beams. Figure 5.124 shows the variation of the crack's size in terms of the variation of the

internal moment of the beam. The up and down of the curve denotes unloading and

reloading of the beam during the test.



8.3.6 Materials.

A comprehensive test of the materials involved in the manufacturing of the RC

beams with FRP and steel reinforcing bars are covered in this part of chapter 8. The

testing program began with the investigation of the mechanical properties of the concrete

mix such as compressive strength and Young's modulus, tensile strength and modulus of

rupture. Tables and graphs help the reader to get through the results. Next were tested

FRP rebars and steel rebars.

8.3.6.1 Concrete.

The main properties of the concrete to be investigated are the compressive strength

and Young's modulus [41], the tensile strength f42], and the modulus of rupture (flexural

strength) [43]. Before testing the concrete specimens for compression, concrete cubes

were crushed to determine the ultimate load at which the concrete fails.

ø) Young's modulus.

Concrete cubes were crushed to determine the ultimate load at which the concrete

crushes before testing the concrete cylinder specimens. The design of the cylinder
'i:

specimens is shown in figure 8.125 with a 100-mm diameter and 200-mm height.

fugid caps were placed at both ends of the cylinder to uniformly distribute the axial

load P applied with a hydraulic machine. Figure 8.126 shows schematically the set up of

the cylinder before testing.

The reader can see two clamps around the cylinder for holding firmly the measuring

gauge. The bridging bolt at the left-hand side is free of friction to allow only vertical

displacements of the clamps. In addition, at the right-hand side is the measuring dial

gauge for the measurement of the axial deformation of the concrete cylinder. Once the
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specimen is set up then it is placed into the compression machine for the application of a

gradual axial load.

The axial load was applied by means of a hydraulic machine at the ratio of 260 + 40

kN per minute, upto 45%o of the ultimate load that was previously determined through the

crushing of the concrete cubes. The stress in the concrete is calculated by dividing the

load P by the sectional area of the cylinder for each increment of load as in equation 8.2.

4P
(J^ 

---^" nD"
8.2

were oo is the concrete stress, P is the axial load and D is the cylinder diameter.

Seven cylinders were tested and the stress-strain relationships of the 7 test series are

shown in figure 8.127. Apparently, in figure 8.127 there are only 6 curves. What happens

is that two of the curves are coincident.

The slope of the stress-strain curve gives the concrete's Young's modulus. Notice

that the stress-strain curves do not have a constant slope but a varying slope from the

origin of the co-ordinates to about 5 MPa. Therefore, to obtain the concrete's Young's

modulus for the elastic range of the stress-strain relationship, the ,ul-lr., have to be

corrected using the linear regtession method. The correction is for stresses greater than 5

MPa. The slope of the corrected curve gives the elasticity modulus of the concrete at

compression.

Table 8.1 shows the identification and dimensions of the cylinders as well as the

results of the tests. Column 1 of the table shows the identification number of the cylinders

tested for Young's modulus. Columns 2,3 and 4 described both the dimensions and the

weights of the cylinders. Column 5 shows the age of the specimens. Column 6 shows the

-.,1
{,1

!



individual Young's modulus of each cylinder. Column 7 shows the average Young's

modulus not only at the age of 63 days but also at the age of 90 days. Column 8 shows the

standard deviation of the Young's modulus at both 63 and 90 days of age.
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b) Concrete compressive strength.

The load P was applied at the rate of 260 + 40 kN per minute up to rupture for the

test of the concrete strength. The compressive strength of the concrete cylinder was

calculated using equation 8.3.

f" 8.3

where f" is the concrete strength, P,, is the ultimate load, and D is the concrete cylinder

diameter.

Table 8.2 shows the identification number and the properties of the concrete

cylinders from column (1) to column (4). Column (5) holds the age of the cylinders and

column (6) the ultimate load at which the cylinder was broken. Column (7) shows the

sectional area of the cylinder and column (S) the strength of the cylinders at failure.
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Column (9) shows the average strength of 50.2 MPa for the cylinders tested at the age of

63 days and 51.2 MPa for the cylinder tested at the age of 90 days. Column (10) shows

the standard deviation ofthe concrete strengths for the cylinders tested at 63 days and 90

days ofage.

Table 8.2.- Denvalton of the concrele æmpreøøive cylinàer ølrenqth-

c) Tensìle strength of the concrete.

The tensile strength of the concrete is calculated using the indirect method of the

Brazil or splitting test. This method consists of placing horizontally a concrete cylinder

and loading it with a uniformly distributed load along its length up to failure (see figure

8.123). To ensure immobility of the cylinder during test, an appropriate jig must be set

up. The tensile strength is calculated using the following equation

8.4

Wherel is the tensile strength of the concrete in MPa; P,, is the ultimate load in kN; L is

the length of the concrete cylinder in mm; and D is the diameter in mm. Table 8.3 shows
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the dimensions of the concrete cylinders in columns (2) and (3). Column (4) shows the

weights of the cylinders. The time since the cast and curing is in column (5). The

breaking load or ultimate load is in column (6). The tensile strength fi is in column (7). In

column (8) are the average strength not only at 63 day of age buy also 90 days of age.

Finally, in column (9) is the standard deviation of the tensile strength at 63 days and 90

days ofage.
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d) Flqural strength or modulus of rupture.

The flexural strength test is carried out by placing a non reinforce'tf concrete beam

over two roller supports and then applying a two points centred load (see figure 8.129).

Table 8.4 shows the dimensions, weight and age of the beam specimens. The modulus of

rupture of each beam is in column (7) of table 8.4 and the average strength at 63 days and

90 days of age are in column (8). The standard deviations at both ages are in column (9).

The flexural strength is calculated using the following equation:

PL(1000)

t

f"t = BD2
8.5



wherefa is the modulus of rupture or flexural strength in MPa, P is the ultimate load in

kN; L is the span length in mm; B is the width of the specimen at the section of failure in

mm; D is the depth of specimen at the section of failure in mm.

'lable O.4.-Denvalton of the moàuluø of rufiure of The concrele-

8.3.6.2 Reinforcing bars.

FRP bars and steel bars were tested through the pulling machine to determine their

mechanical properties. Firstly, were tested FRP bars to calculate the tei'ôile strength and

the corresponding Young's modulus and then were tested steel bars to determine yield

strength and ultimate strength. Strain gauges were placed at the middle of the FRP bars to

determine displacement and, therefore, to measure strains. The test results are explained

through tables and graphs.
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a) FRP børs.

Two sorts of FRP reinforcing bars were tested, one of them was of 15 Tonnes

nominal strength and the another of 30 Tonnes nominal strength according to the

manufacturer. Although the two specimens look similar (see figure 8.130) they have

different strength and Young's moduli. The reinforcing glass-fiber is of the E-glass type

and the binding matrix is a resin type. The density of the cured resin is l.l2 gramlcm3 and

the Young's modulus of the resin is 3.4 GPa

Figure 8.131 shows the set up of the specimens before testing. The reader can see

that some of them have been machined in the middle. The aim of machining some of the

specimens is to ensure failure where the dimensions are known. At the ends of the

specimens, there are aluminium sleeves glued to the specimens to provide a reliable grip'

Figure 8.133a shows schematically the set up of non machined specimens, Meanwhile,

figure 8.133b shows schematically the set up of machined specimens. Strain gauges were

placed in the middle of the specimens to record the deformation of the bar during the test.

The modc of failure of the FRP reinforcing bars is shown in figure 8.732. Table 8'5

shows the properties of the bar specimens as well as the test results. Let us have a look at

table 8.5. Column (1) indicates the bar type where the first digits represent the load in

Tonnes at which the bar breaks according to the manufacturer. FRP stands for Fiber

Reinforced Plastic and the last digrt indicates the identification number of the bar

specimen. Column (2) indicates the percentage of glass-fiber per volume of bar. Column

(3) indicates the percentage of glass-fiber per weight of the bar. Column (4) indicates

whether or not the coupons have been machined. Column (5) indicates the diameter at

the middle of the specimen. Column (6) indicates the actual load at which the spocimens

failed during the experimental test. Column (7) represents the strength of the specimens in



MPa. Column (8) indicates the average strength of the bars. Column (9) indicates

standard deviation of the tensile strength of the bars. Column (10) indicates the individual

Young's modulus of the bars. Column (11) indicates the average Young's modulus of the

bars. Column (12) indicates the standard deviation of the Young's modulus of the bars.

Finally, column (13) tells us the mode of failure of the specimens where 'good failure'

means that the specimen broke at the middle, whereas, 'shear sleeve' means that the

specimen failed prematurely at the sleeve.

The asterisks in columns (10) and (13) indicate that specimen 30T-FRP1 was not set

up properly and that the strain gauges came off prematurely. Consequently, the Young's

modulus was not derived. Figure 8.134 shows the stress-strain relationship of the two

types of FRP bars used in this experimental work. The thick curve is for the 30 Tones

type bars and the thin curve is for the 15 Tones type bars.

b) Steel bars.

Two types of steel bars were tested through the pulling machine, one of them was a

deformed 20-mm diameter bar identified as Yzo and the another one was without

deformations and of 10-mm diameter and is identified as R16. The pullin$ test was only to

investigate yield strength and ultimate strength. Table 8.6 shows the identification of the

bars as well as the dimension of them. In addition in the table, are the test results along

with the corresponding averages and standard deviations.

Let us have a look at table 8.6, which in column (1) shows the bars type Yzo and Rro.

The subscripts 20 and 10 indicate the nominal diameter of the bars. Column (2) represents

the length of the bar coupon. The distance between grips is in column (3) and is referred

to as the free length. In addition, the diameter of the bars is column (a). The individual
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Table 8.5. - Strength and Young's modulus of FRP rebars.



yield strength is in column (5) and the average and standard deviation are in the columns

(6) and column (7) respectively. The ultimate strength, the average ultimate strength and

the standard deviation of the ultimate strength are in the columns (8), (9) and (10)

respectively.

fable t.6.-feølreøulT,ø of the øtnelbarø.
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Figure t,8, - þeam 1 øiàe b af 10 kN.

Fi4ure 8.9 - beam 1 ar20 kN

Fiqure t.1O - Deam 1 at 3O kN.

Figure t,11, - þeam 1 ar 3O kN



Fiqure ø.12. - ôeam 1 ar O5 kN

Fi1ure bJ3. - beam 1 at 95 kN

Fiqure t.14. - team 1 at 1O5 kN

Fiqure 8.15. - beam 1 unloaàeà afrer 117.0 kN.
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Figure ø16. - Øeam 1 ar 122.1 kN

Fi7ure Afl. - beam 1 ar 1221 kN.

Fi¡ure t.1O. - þeam 1 at122,1 kN.

Figure A ß. - þeam 1 at 23.3 kN.
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Fígure 9.22. - Crack àue to debondinq of rebarø atlhe top

Fi¡ure A.23. - Þeam 1 after failure.



Figure O.24. - FR? rebarø al T,he bott'om of beam 1

Fiqure t.25.-FR? rebarø at'lheboffiom of beam1.
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Fiqure t.26. - Unàeformeà øleel barø al,lhe IoV of beam 1.

Fiqure O.27. - FR? rebarø al Lhe bottom of beam 1.
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Figure t.zt - View of the reinlorcing barø afrer failure of beam 1

Figure &.29. - MomenT,-àefieclion relaT,ionøhip of beam 1.
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Fiqure 8.32. - Þeam 2 before loaàin7

Figure b.33. - ôeam 2 atlO kN.

Fiqure 8.34. - ôeam 2 aT,19.5 kN.

Fi1ure O,35. - 6eam 2 ar ØO kN.

Figure b.36, - Øeam 2 unloadeà
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Fiqure 8.ó7. - Keloaàeà al 90 kN

Fi6ure 8.3t. - Øeam 2 reloaàeà ar1O5 kñ.

Figure b.59. - beam 2 øtaftø faÍling at,\Ib.b kN.

Fi¡ure bAO.-ôeam 2 ølarløfailinq ar11t,tkN.



Fiqure b.41. - Concrele øVallinqfrom beam 2.

Fiqure t,42. - Far view of beam 2 aflerfailure,

Figure b.43. - team 2 after faîfure.

Fiqure t.44. - þeam 2 after failure.



Fi¡ure t.45. - SValleà concrele removeà from beam 2'

Fi4ure b.46. - Failure of the FRP rebar af, the top of beam 2.

Fiqure O.47. - Failure of the FKP rebar at' lhe r'oV of beam 2.



Fi¡ure t.4b. - FRf rebar att'he loV of beam 2 afrer failure.

Fiqure A.49, - FRf rebar a|'lhe top of beam 2 afler failure'



Figure t.áO. - FKf rebar althelop of beam 2 afler failure.

Fiqure ø.51. - FR? rebarø allhe boltom of beam 2 after failure.



Figure b.52. - FK? rebarø att'he bottom of beam 2 afler failure.

Fiyure t.5.3.. - FRf rebarø alihe boltom of beam 2 afterfailure,
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Figure t,54. - Momenl-àefleclion relal,ionøhiV of beam 2'

Fiqure A.5r5. - Momenl'-curvalure relationøhip of beam 2.
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Fiqure b.56, - Crackø' øize of beam 2 up lo cruøhinq lhe lop concrele-

Fiqure b.57. - team 5 ar 10 kN.

Fiqure b,át.-þeam3 ar40 kN.



Fiqure t.59. - Þeam 3 at 40 kN

Fiqure t.6O.-beam3 aISO kN

Fi¡ure 0.61. - úeam 3 ar 90 kN

Fiqure t.62. - beam 3 aí 90 kN.



Fiqure 8.63. - beam 3 ar 104.4 kN

Fi4ure t.æ. - beam 3 ar1O7.9 kN

Fiqure b.65. - þeam 3 at' 107.9 kN

Fiqure 8.66. - team 3 ar' 114.2 kN.
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Fiqure 8.67. - ôeam 3 aifailure.

Fi1ure O.6t. - Looøe concre*De removeà lrom beam 3.

Fiqure ø.69. - FRf rebarø at therop of beamS afr'erfailure.



Fiqure 8,7O . - FK? rebarø al lhe toV of beam 3 after failure.

Fi7ure b.71. - FR? rebarø al lhe roV of beam 3 after failure.
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Fiqure 8.72. - FRP rebarø al,l,he boltom of beam 3 afrer failure.

Fiqure O.73.- Momenl-àefrecl'ion relalionøhi7 of beam 3.
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Fiqure b.76. - Þeam 4 ar 10 kN

Fiqure t.77. - ôeam 4 at 20 kN.

Fiqure A7A.- þeam 4 at3,OkN.

Fiqure b.79. - team 4 al40 kN,

Þ



Fi¡ure Ð.bO.-beam 4 at60 kN.

Fiqure A.U. - team 4 al90 kN

Figure 9.b2. - beam 4 ar 11O kN.

Fiqure t.b1,-team 4 at119.7 kN.



Fiqure 8.ø4, - þeam 4 ar122.1kN.

Figure b,45, - ôeam 4 ar1221 kN.

Fiqure ø.A6.- þeam 4 ar123.9 kN.

Fiqure Ø,b7. - Øeam 4 atfailure
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Figure 8.4O. - Þeam 4 a|failure.

Fiqure O.tg. - beam 4 al failure.

Figure b.9O . - Diøcoverinq of lhe øf,eel rebar al, Lhe top of beam 4.

Fi¡ure b.91. - Diøcoverin7 of the FR? rebarø af,lhe boll'om of beam 4,



Fiqure O.92. - gteel rebar at lhe lop of beam 4.

Fi¡ure t.93, - FRf rebarø allhe bolt'om of beam 4.



Fiqure b.94. - FRf rebarø althe bollom of beam 4
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Figure O.95. - Vomentr-àefiecf,ion relalionøhip of beam 4
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Fiqure b.98. - ôeam 5 at 10 kN.

Figure ø.99,-þeam5 arlO kN.

Fi¡ure O.1OO. - beam 5 ar 20 kN.

Fiqure 8.101. - ôeam 5 ar 20 kN
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Fiqure 9rcZ - beam 5 ar 20 kN

Fi¡ure 8.103. - team 5 at,3O kN

Fiqure O.1O4. - þeam 5 at 40 kN.

Fiqure 8.105. - þeam 5 ar 60 kN,

Fiqure 8.106. - ôeam 5 arlOO kN.
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Fiqure Alo7.-Þeam 5 atlOO kN

Fi7ure A.1Ot. - beam 5 ar 119.5.

Fi7ure 8.109. - beam 5 at,119.5.

Fi1ure t.11O.-Øeam 5 at 119.5 kN.



Fiqure 8.111. - þeam 5 ar 119.5 kN

Fiqure ø.112. - Þeam 5 ar 119.5 kN

Fiqure 0.113. - Øeam 5 aÌ' lailure

Fiqure A 114. - team 5 at failure.
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Figure 8,115. - Looøe concrete removeà from beam 5 after ?aîlure,

Fiqure O,11ø. - Looøe concrer,e removeà lrom beam 5 after failure.



Fiqure Ø.117.-FK? rebar all,hefoV of beamS

Fiqure t.118. - FKf rebar atlhe lop of beam 6.
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Fiqure 8,119. - FRf aïthe bollom of beam 5.

Figure ø,12O. - FRP rebarø allhe bol,tom of baam 5



Fiqure 0.121, - Demacø maaøurement, on beam 5,
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Figure b,122. - Momenf,-àeflection of beam 5.
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Figure &.123. - Momenl-cuwalure relalionøhip of beam 5,
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Fi7ure 8.130. - àamVleø of FR? rebarø.

Fiqure 8.131. - FRf cou?onø beforeteøling.
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Fiqure 8132.-Typicallailure of FRP rebarø.
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9.1 Introduction

The aim of chapter 9 is to present a comprehensive analysis of the,. test results and

then compare them with the two theoretical analysis methods used in the design of the

beam specimens. The two analysis methods are described in detail in chapters 3 and 4.

The analysis of the results is based in not only on the moment-deflection relationship

but also on the moment-curvature relationship. Firstly, is analyzed the moment-deflection

relationship of the beams with different combinations of both the amount and type of

reinforcement. Later, are analyzed the beams with regard to the moment-curvature

relationship using the segmental analysis method. Finally, are analyzed the effects of the



amount and type of reinforcement at the top of the beams regarding the moment at

concrete crushing and ultimate failure of the beams.

The plateau length of each beam is thoroughly studied as well as the changes of

moment along the plateaux in the moment-deflection relationship of the beams. The

calculations of the flexural rigidities of the beams are also included in this chapter.

9.2 Moment-deflectionrelationship

The experimental moment-deflection relationships of the beams can be visualized

through figures 9.1 to 9.5. Table 9.1 summarizes the amount and strength of the

reinforcing bars as well as the values of the internal moments of the beams and their

deflections at critical points. Firstly, let us describe the contents of table 9.1. Column I

identifies the beam specimens. Column 2 describes the amount of compressive

reinforcement in the beams. The quantity in parenthesis below the amount of

reinforcement describes the strength of the reinforcing bars. For instance in beam 2,

lERp2ol(420) means I FRP rebar of 20-mm diameter and 420 MPa strength. Column 3

describes the amount of tensile reinforcement. In addition, the quantity in parenthesis

below the amount of reinforcement describes the strength of the reinforcing bars. For

instance in beam 2, 3FRP29/(700) means 3 FRP rebars of 20-mm diameter and 700 MPa

strength. Columns 4, 5 and 6 describe the internal moments of the beams and their

corresponding deflections at points A, B and C in figures 9.1 to 9.5.

The values in columns 4,5 and 6 which are given in the form >r/y are the internal

moments x of the beams and the corresponding deflections y at the midspan of the beams.

Column 7 describes the plateau length in the moment-deflection relationship of the

beams. For instance, the plateau length in beam I is the deflection at point C (179 mm)



minus the deflection at point A (135 mm) which gives 44-mm length. Column 8 describes

the change of moment in the plateau between points A and C in the beams. For instance,

the moment at point C (74 kNm) minus the moment at point A (114 kNm) in beam 1

gives -40 kNm.

9.2.1 Individual analysis

a) Beøm 7

Beam I is shown in figures 7 .la and 7 .3a and described in sections 7 .3 and 7 .4. The

materials' properties are described in sections 8.3.6.1 and 8.3.6.2. The moment-deflection

relationship of beam I is shown in figure 9.1, in which it can be seen that there are three

important pornts that are marked A, B and C. Point A in frgure 9.1 defines both the

internal moment of the beam and the deflection at the onset of the concrete crushing.

The results are listed in column 4 of table 9.1 as ll4ll35, that is at point A, the

internal moment of beam I is 114 kNm and the deflection is 135 mm. After the concrete

crushes, the flexural strength of the beam falls down to point B in figure 9.1 where the

internal moment is 84 kNm and the deflection is 140 mm as shown in column 5 of table

9.1. Between points B and C there is a plateau with a soft downward'islope where the

internal moment falls from 84 kNm at point B to 74 kNm in point C where the deflection

is 179 mm. Notice that the fall off between points A and B can be described as an almost

vertical path that means a sudden lost of flexural strength of the beam.

The peak moment (laa kNm) of bcam I coincides with the moment at the concrete

crushing in A in figure 9.1. The moment of the beam at ultimate failure is 74 kNm at C.

Notice that the moment of the beam at ultimate failure is 40 kNm less than the peak

moment (see column 8 in table 9.1). The length of the plateau is the deflection 179-mm at



ultimate failure of the beam minus the deflection 135-mm at the concrete crushing.

Column 7 in table 9.1 shows the length of the plateau as 44 mm.

h) Beam 2

Beam 2 is shown in f,rgures 7 .lb and 7 .3b and described in sections 7 .3 and 7 .4. The

materials'properties are described in sections 8.3.6.1 and 8.3.6.2. Point A in figure 9.2

describes the concrete crushing with a flexural strength of 109 kNm and the deflection of

126 mm which is shown in column 4 of table 9.1 as 1091126. The strength of the beam

falls from A to B in figure 9.2 with a non-vertical path (this is very important to take into

account). The internal moment in point B is 97 kNm and the deflection is 137 mm which

is shown as97ll37 in column 5 of table 9.1. The beam regains strength after falling off in

B, describing a flat plateau between B and C; the internal moment at C is 104 kNm and

the deflection is 177 mm.

The peak moment (109 kNm) occurs at the concrete crushing at A meanwhile, the

moment at ultimate failure at C is 104 kNm (see figure 9.2). Notice that the moment at

ultimate failure in C is almost the same as the peak moment at A. The change of moment

between A and C is 5 kNm. The plateau length is the deflection of l77i'mm at ultimate

failure minus the deflection of 126 mm at the concrete crushing. Column 7 in table 9.1

shows the length of the plateau as 51 mm long, The presence of the plateau between A

and C with a small change in moment denotes that the beam behaved in a ductile fashion.

c) Beam 3

Beam 3 is shown in figures 7.lc and7.3c and described in sections 7.3 and7.4. The

materials' properties of beam 3 are described in sections 8.3.6.1 and 8.3.6.2. The concrete



.)

crushed at the intemal moment of 103 kNm and at a deflection of 117 mm as shown in A

in figure 9.3. Column 4 in table 9.1 shows both the internal moment and the deflection at

A as 103/117. The flexural strength of beam 3 at A drops down to B with a soft slope

where the internal moment is 94 kNm and the deflection is 127 mm (see column 5 in

table 9.1). The beam regained stress at C (see figure 9.3) where the internal moment is

112 kNm and the deflection is 192 mm (see column 6 in table 9.1).

The peak moment (l 12 kNm) is the same intemal moment at failure of the beam at

C. The plateau change is the moment 122 kNm at ultimate failure minus the moment 103

kNm at the concrete crushing. Column 8 in table 9.1 shows the plateau change as 9 kNm.

The positive sign of the plateau change in column 8 of table 9.1 means that the beam

gained flexural strength after the concrete crushed. On the other hand, the length of the

plateau is 75 mm long. The plateau of beam 3 is 24 mm longer than the plateau of beam

2. Accordingly, beam 3 behaved in a very ductile fashion. lLc cb'Çk-r':o*. ce.á .,cr¡el r:.{içz {!-a

l"¿r,"- uJ^'; t)i ';-"1i t rv .{./ - 4.*r^ 13

d) Beam4

Beam 4 is shown in figures 7.ld and 7 .4a and described in sections 7.3 and 7.4. The

materials'properties of beam 4 are described in sections 8.3.6.1 and 8.3.6.2. Point A in

f,rgure 9.4 describes the point in the curve at which the concrete crushed. The internal

moment of beam 4 at A is 118 kNm and the deflection is 154 mm shown as 118/154 in

column 4 in t¿ble 9.L As the concrete crushed, the internal moment of the beam dropped

down to B where the internal moment is 107 kNm and the deflection is 158 mm. A very

short plateau is described between B and C, which could be considered as an indentation

only. The internal moment at C is 111 kNm and the deflection is 181 mm. Beam 4 does

not show ductile behavior in the moment-deflection relationship.



e) Beøm 5

Beam 5 is shown in figures 7 .le and 7 .4b and described in sections 7 .3 and 7 .4. The

materials'properties are described in sections 8.3.6.1 and 8.3.6.2. Figure 9.5 shows the

moment-deflection relationship of beam 5 where can be seen the concrete crushing at A.

The falling of the internal moment at B and the ultimate failure of the beam all occur in a

small section of the curve. The failure of the beam occurred without warning in a

catastrophic fashion. The values of internal moments and deflections are all in columns 4,

5 and ó of table 9.1.
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9.2.2 Beams with the same FRP reinforcement at the bottom and different

amounts of FRP reinforcement at the top.

Figure 9.6 shows the moment-deflection relationship of beams 1,2 and 3 which have

a similar ascending branch up to concrete crushing. The concrete crushing in the three

beams occurs practically around the same values of moment (see column 4 in table 9.1).

The plateau of the graph of beam 3 in figure 9.6 ends in a higher position than that of

beams 1 and 2. Furthermore, the plateau of beam 3 starts earlier than that of beam 1 and

beam 2 andextends to a larger deflection beyond the ultimate failure deflection of beams

I and 2 (see table 9.1). This means that the plateau of beam 3 is much longer than the

plateaux of beam I and beam 2 (75 mm long as is shown in column 7 in table 9'1).

Therefore, beam 3 shows a much more ductile behavior than beams 1 and 2.

9.2.3 Beams with different type of reinforcement at the top.

Figure 9.7 shows the moment-deflection relationships of beams I,2 and 4 (see also

figures g.I,g.2 and9.4). Beam t has no reinforcement at the top, beam 2 has 1 FRP rebar

at the top and beam 4 has 1 Yzo rebar at the top. The 3 beams have 3 FRP bars at the

bottom that have the same properties (see table 9.1).

The ascending branches of the 3 graphs are similar up to the concrete crushing. After

the concrete crushing, the graphs are different. For inst¿nce, the falling branch of beam 1

drops down deeply and vertically soon after crushing of the concrete, from the moment of

l 14 kNm to the moment of 84.0 kNm, without recovering strength. The falling branch of

beam 2 changes from 109 kNm as the concrete crushes to 97.0 kNm and then recovers

flexural strength to 104 kNm. Finally, the falling branch of beam 4 changes from 118



kNm as the concrete crushes to 107 kNm and then it has a little recovery up to 111 kNm.

The disadvantage in beam 4 is that the length of its plateau is extremely short (27 mm).

9.2.4 Beams with different amounts of FRP reinforcing bars at the bottom.

Until now, it has been seen that beams with the same amount of FRP reinforcement

at the bottom have a similar ascending branch in the moment-deflection relationship. Let

us see figure 9.8 where is shown the moment deflection-relationship of beams 1,2,3 and

5. Notice in this figure that the ascending branch of the curve of beam 5 is steeper than

the ascending branch of the curves of beams I, 2 and 3. Beams l, 2 and 3 have 3 FRP

rebars at the bottom, whereas, beam 5 has 5 FRP at the bottom. Consequently, increasing

the amount of FRP rebars at the bottom of the beam, also increases the slope of the

ascending branch of the moment-deflection relationship of the beam.

9.3 Moment-curvature relationship

The moment-curvature relationships of the beams were calculated for the ascending

branch only because the demecs came off as the concrete crushed during the test

procedure.

Figure 9.9 shows the moment-curvature relationship of beams 1 to 5. In beams I to 4,

the concrete crushed almost at the same curvature ry. Meanwhile, in beam 5 the concrete

crushed at an earlier cuwature y. Beams 1 to 4 had 3 FRP rebars at the bottom, whereas,

beam 5 has 5 FRP rebars at the bottom. Notice that the slope of the ascending branch of

the curve in beam 5 is larger than the slope of the ascending branch of the curves in

beams L to 4. Therefore, the amount of FRP rebars at the bottom of the beams influence

significantly the slope of the ascending branch of the moment-curvature relationship of



RC beams with FRP reinforcing bars in the same way than in the moment-deflection

relationship.

9.4 Study of the flexural strength of the beams using the experimental results and

theoretical analyses.

The first point to note is the fact that in the analysis of the results from the

experimental work, there are three points well defined in the moment-deflection

relationship. These points are A, B and C. Whereas, using the two theoretical analysis

methods discussed in chapters 3 and 4, there are two points only such as A and C (see

table9.2). Point A defines the concrete crushing and point C defines the fracture of the

compressive reinforcement. Point B in the moment-deflection relationship is available

through the experimental results only.

9.4.1 Test results

Table 9.2 and figure 9.10 help us to understand the analysis of the flexural strength of

beams 1,2 and 3 which have 3 FRP rebars at the bottom. Firstly, let us look at table 9.2.

Column 1 shows the number of FRP rebars at the top the beams and the'þpe of analysis.

Column 2 shows the moment at which the concrete crushes. Column 3 shows the moment

of the beams soon after the concrete crushes that is available through the experimental

results only. Column 4 shows the moment of the beams at failure. Now, let us look at

figure 9.10. The letter T in the legend stands for'Test'. The line AT defines the moment

at concrete crushing; the line BT defines the moment soon after the concrete crushes; and

the line CT defines the moment at failure of the beams.



a) Beam 1

Beam I does not have rebars at the top therefore, the analysis is for 0 rebars in both

table9.2 and figure 9.10. The intersection of line AT with the vertical axis in figure 9.10

defines the moment of beam I at concrete crushing. The moment drops down to line BT

and the failure of the beam is down at the line CT. In other words, once the concrete

crushes the beam does not recover flexural strength (see also figure 9.1).

b) Beam2.

Beam 2has I FRP rebar at the top therefore, the analysis is for I FRP rebar in figure

9.10. The moment at concrete crushing is defined by the upper most mark (diamond

mark). After the concrete crushes the moment of beam 2 falls down to the square mark

and then goes up to the triangle mark which defines the fracture of the compressive

rebars. In other words, the moment at concrete crushing, the reduction soon after the

concrete crushes and the moment at fracture of the compressive rebars, all occur almost at

the same level of moment as shown in figure 9.10. In figure 9.2 can be seen the plateau

defined by the moment at A, B and C.

c) Beøm 3.

Beam 3 has 2 FRP rebars at the top therefore, the analysis is for 2 rebars in figure

9.10. It can be seen that for beam 3 the moment at the concrete crushing is not the upper

most mark. Soon after the concrete crushes the moment reduces and then the beam not

only recovers flexural strength but also gains more flexural strength. For beam 3, the

upper most mark defines the fracture of the compressive reinforcement.



9.4.2 Segmental analysis.

Figure 9.11 shows the variation of moments for beams 1,2 and 3 using the segmental

analysis method. In figure 9.11, can be seen that curves A and C are only defined. Curve

A defines the concrete crushing and curve C defines the ultimate failure of the beams.

The concrete crushing at point A is def,rned for the 3 beams and is practically at the same

level. However, failure at point C is definçd for beams carrying compressive rebars only.

Looking at f,rgure 6.5 it can be seen that the failure of beam 1 occurs in a gradual fashion,

in contrast to the mode of failure of beams 2 and 3 which happens at fracture of the

compressive rebars.

9.4.3 Rectangular block of sfresses analysis.

Figure 9.12 shows the change of moments for beams 1,2 arrd 3 using the rectangular

block of stresses analysis. As in the scgmcntal analysis method, this analysis can only

def,rne the concrete crushing for the 3 beams and the ultimate failure for beams 2 and3.

9.4.4 Comparison of the segmental analysis and the rectangular block of stresses

analysis. 'r

Figure 9.13 compares the changes of moment for beams I,2 and 3 using the

segmental analysis method and the rectangular block of stresses analysis method. Notice

in figure g.I3 that the moment at the concrete crushing is quite similar using both

methods, however, there is a large difference for the failure of the beams. Using the

rectangular block of stresses analysis, the failure of the beams occurs at a lower level than

using the segmental analysis method. The character S stands for 'segment¿l' and the

character B stands for 'Block'.I
I

i
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9.4.5 Comparison of theoretical results and experimental results.

Figure 9. 14 shows the changes of moment in beams I,2 and 3 using the experimental

results and the theoretical methods. The continuous lines pertain to the experimental

results. The dashed lines correspond to rectangular block of stresses analysis and the

dotted lines correspond to the segmental analysis method.

9.4.6 Experimental deflections.

Figure 9.15 sows the variation of the deflectíon of beams 1,2 and 3 using the

experimental results. Curve A defînes the deflection of the beams at the concrete

crushing. Curve B defines the deflection of the beams soon after the concrete crushes.

Curve C defines the deflection ofthe beams at ultimate failure. Finally, ctlrve C-A defines

the plateau length, which means the deflection at failure minus the deflection at the

concrete cruslring. Table 9.1 summarizes the platcau length in column 8.

9.4.7 Moment at concrete crushing.

The moment of the beams at concrete crushing is not the same in beams catrying

different amounts or types of reinforcement at the top. Looking at columfi 4 in table 9.1 it

can be seen that the moment at the concrete crushing is I 14 kNm in beam 1. Ths moment

is less in beam 2 (109 kl{m) and even smaller in beam 3 (103 Ll'I*) Hor¡inever, the

moment attlrc concrete crushing in beam 4 is higher (I I8 kNm).

Figures 9.6 and 9.7 show gfaphically the difference of moments at the concrete

crushing. The farger elastic section is for beam Í ænd the shorter elastic section is for

beam 3. In f,rgure g.7, the larger elastic section is for beam 4 a¡d the shorter elastic

section is for bgam 2. fn figne 9.Í4, ctlrve AT defines the moment at the concrete

"l,tl
l

I
I

¡

I



crushing for the 3 beams. Notice that curve AT is higher at zero FRP rebars and then

diminishes at I FRP rebar. Curve AT goes further down at 2 FRP rebars.

Table 92 - Teøl reøultø anà rheorerÅcal reøullø of beamø wtth the øâme amounl of

rebarø alIheboltom anà àifferenl affiourrtof rebarø alfhefop.

Figure 9.16 helps us to understand the reason for the decline in the moment at

concrete crushingin beams with different amounts of compressive FRP rebars, as well as

the reason of the rise of moment in beam 4 with the steel rebar at the top.
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Let us look at figure 9.16 in conjunction with curve AT in figure 9.14 and figures 9.6

and9.7. Let us take beam 1 as a reference toatalyze the moment at concrete crushing

(see figure 9.16a). In addition, let us see the Young's modulus of the concret€ in t¿ble 8.1

and the Young's modulus of the compressive FRP rebars in table 8.5. The Young's

modulus of the steel bars is usually taken as 200000 MPa, the Young's modulus of the

concrete is35429MPa and the Young's modulus of the compressive FRP rebars is257&5

MPa.

The moment of beam I at concrete crushing is 1I4 kNm. The compressive force is

carried only by the concrete.

Beam 2 kas I FRP rebar of a Young's modulus 25785 MPa which is less than the

Young's modulus of the concrete. Therefore, if the Young's modulus of the compressive

rebar is less than the Youngrs modulus of tlre ooncrete, then when the conerete erushes

practically tlre area occupied by thc rcbar is just a void area (see f,rgure 9.16b)' This

m€aRs that the area of eoncrete available is less in beam 2 than in beam I to ear.ry tåe

compressive force, and, hence, the strength atcrushing is reduced.

The moment at concrete erushing in beam 3. is even smaller beeause there are two

FRp rebars in the compressive area of the concrete. The concr€t€ area îs diminished by

two voids equivalent tothe area oocupied by the two FRP rebars (see frgure 9. [6e)'

In contrast, the moment at concrete crushing of beam 4 is greater than the equivalent

moment of beams I,Z andI3. This is beeause the Young?s modulus of the steel:bar at the

top of the beam is greater than the Young's modulus of the concrete (see frgure 9'1&).

The steel rebar is capable of earrying more oompressive foree than the eonerete delaying;

fherefore , the crushing of the concrete.



9.5 Flexural rigidity of RC beams with FRP rebars.

The flexural rigidity of RC beams is defined as the slope in the elastic range of the

ascending branch of the moment-curvature relationship. Looking at figure 9.9, it can be

inferred that beams I to 4 have the same flexural rigidity, whereas, beam 5 is stiffer than

the former beams. Let us have a look at table 9.3 for the flexural rigidity of the beams.

Column 1 in table 9.3 identifies the beam specimens. Column 2 in øble 9.3 describes

individuatly the flexural rigidity of each beam. Column 3 in table 9.2 shows the average

flexural rigidity of beams I,2,3 and 4. Column 4 shows the standard deviation of the

flexural rigidity of the four beams. Finally, the flexural rigidity of beam 5 is given in

column 2 of table 9.3. The flexural rigidity of beam 5 is greater than the flexural rigidity

of beams 1,2,3 and4 which is due to beam 5 having two more FRP rebars at the bottom.

3749B5

11924742403B4

2515B3

2623B2

2356B1

STDEV
lkN-tl

(4)

Èlexural
rigidity
lkNmtl

(2)

Beam

(l)

Table 9.3. - Flexural ngiàiry of the beamø-
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10.1 Introduction

The airn of the present study has been to investigatc ductility of RC beams with FRP

reinforcing bars. The work presented in this thesis has been extensive and many

interesting problems have emerged during the time of the work. Important concepts have

been looked at and interesting results have been found. In this chapter are listed some of

the more relevant conclusions with regardto both the theoretical and expérimental work.

10.2 Theoretical study

The following list presents a summary of the major theoretical studies contained

within this research:

a) Two different methods have been used in the theoretical analysis of the flexural

strength of the beams. One of the methods is a segmental analysis and the other is the

usual rectangular block of stresses analysis.



b) A computer program has been developed to facilitate the manipulation of the

mathematical algorithm of the segmental analysis method.

c) A mathematical model has been developed to facilitate the ductility analysis and

design, by hand, of over reinforced concrete beams with FRP reinforcing bars using

the rectangular block of stresses analysis method.

d) Computer simulations of the moment-curvature relationship of RC beams have been

done for a variety of combinations of reinforcement of not only for FRP reinforcing

bars but also steel rebars. In addition, a parametric study has been done to compare

the behavior of beams in terms of ductility and to make the appropriate choice for the

design of the beam specimens to be tested in the experimental work.

e) A good agreement has been found between the segmental analysis method and the

rectangular block of stresses method when analyzing RC beams with FRP reinforcing

bars.

10.3 Experimentalresults

Five RC beams were tested to failure to determine the mode of failure of the beams,

and the following list presents a summary of the important f,rndings from the experimental

results:

a) Beam specimens without FRP reinforcing bars at the top showed a brittle failure due

to the concrete crushing.



b) Beam specimens with steel rebars at the top, showed a brittle failure. Once the steel

rebar at the top yielded, it did not compensate for the reduction in the strength of the

crushed concrete. The failure of the steel rebar at the top of the beam was due to

buckling.

c) Beams with FRP rebars at the top showed a good ductile behavior and therefore, good

moment redistribution abilrty. The FRP rebars at the top of the beams attracted more

load as the concrete crushed and, hence, took over from the crushed concrete

describing a plateat whose length depends on the amount of FRP rebars at the top of

the beams; the length of the plateau increased with the amount of FRP rebars at the

top. The collapse of the beams with FRP rebars at top was due to fracture of the

compressive rebars.

d) Increasing the amount of FRP rebars at the bottom of the beams increases the flexural

rigidity of the beams, increases the strenglh slightly, but substantially reduces the

ductility.

e) The failure of the compression FRP rebars at the top of the beams appear to be

affected by stress concentration induced by the steel stirrups'

Ð The failure of the tension FRP rebars at the bottom of the beams was due to splitting

off the fibers of glass from the binding resin matrix. This occurred because there was

no confinement of the fiberglass in the FRP rebars. None of the FRP rebars at the

bottom of the 5 beam specimens fractured.



g) The Young's modulus of the reinforcing bars at the top of the beams influences

significantly the occurrence of concrete crushing. In beams with steel reinforcement,

the crushing of concrete was delayed by the steel rebars because the Young's modulus

of the steel rebars is greaterthanthe Young's modulus of the concrete. However, in

beams with FRP compression reinforcement, crushing of the concrete occurred earlier

because the Young's modulus of rebars is the Youns's modulus of
)))\Cthe concrete;
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